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ABSTRACT 

Increasing demands for energy efficiency and reduction in CO2 emissions have led to the 

development of advanced ultra-supercritical (AUSC) boilers.  These boilers operate at temperatures of 

760 °C and pressures of 35 MPa, providing efficiencies close to 50 pct.  However, austenitic stainless 

steels typically used in boiler applications do not have sufficient creep or oxidation resistance.  For this 

reason, nickel (Ni)-based superalloys, such as IN740, have been identified as potential materials for 

AUSC boiler tube components. However, IN740 is susceptible to heat-affected-zone liquation cracking in 

the base metal of heavy section weldments.  To improve weldability, IN740H was developed.  However, 

IN740H has lower stress rupture ductility compared to IN740.  For this reason, two IN740H 

modifications have been produced by lowering carbon content and increasing boron content. 

In this study, IN740, IN740H, and the two modified IN740H alloys (modified 1 and 2) were 

produced with equiaxed grain sizes of 90 μm (alloys IN740, IN740H, and IN740H modified 1 alloys) and 

112 μm (IN740H modified 2 alloy).  An aging study was performed at 800 °C on all alloys for 1, 3, 10, 

and 30 hours to assess precipitation behavior.  Stress rupture tests were performed at 760 °C with the goal 

of attaining stress levels that would yield rupture at 1000 hours.  The percent reduction in area was 

measured after failure as a measure of creep ductility.  Light optical, scanning electron, and transmission 

electron microscopy were used in conjunction with X-ray diffraction to examine precipitation behavior of 

annealed, aged, and stress rupture tested samples. 

The amount and type of precipitation that occurred during aging prior to stress rupture testing or 

in-situ during stress rupture testing influenced damage development, stress rupture life, and ductility.  In 

terms of stress rupture life, IN740H modified 2 performed the best followed by IN740H modified 1 and 

IN740, which performed similarly, and IN740H. In terms of stress rupture ductility, IN740H modified 1 

performed the best, followed by IN740H modified 2, IN740, and IN740H. G-phase, η, M23C6, and MX 

precipitated in IN740 during stress rupture testing.  IN740H and the two modified alloys displayed M23C6 

precipitates that were often in lamellar form and blocky MX precipitates.  However, IN740H displayed 

more extensive formation of lamellar precipitates along grain boundaries after both aging and during 

stress rupture testing, which negatively influenced stress rupture life and ductility.  Grain size was also 

shown to influence stress rupture life and ductility; a larger grain size increased stress rupture life, but 

decreased ductility as shown by the IN740H modified 1 and 2 alloy results. 

Transmission electron microscopy analysis was performed to assess the lamellar precipitation in 

IN740H.  These precipitates were identified to be Cr-rich M23C6 that form by discontinuous cellular 

precipitation (DCP).  The M23C6 precipitates were found to adopt different {111} habit planes based on 

the conditions of DCP boundary migration. Discontinuous precipitation of lamellar M23C6 is harmful to 

stress rupture life and ductility. 
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CHAPTER 1: INTRODUCTION 

 

 

Increasing energy demands as well as a desire for reductions in CO2 emissions have led to the 

development of advanced ultra-supercritical (AUSC) boilers, which have the potential to provide 

efficiencies close to 50 pct by operating at temperatures up to 760 °C and pressures of 35 MPa.  

Austenitic stainless steels currently used in boiler applications do not have sufficient creep resistance or 

oxidation resistance limiting their performance in such harsh environments.  Nickel-based superalloys 

have been identified as potential materials for AUSC boiler applications.  Understanding creep, stress 

rupture life, creep-rupture fracture modes, precipitation behavior, and the effects of precipitation on 

mechanical properties are critical to the application of nickel base superalloys for AUSC boilers.  Four 

Ni-based superalloys, IN740, IN740H, and two IN740H modified alloys were studied. 

IN740 has been identified as a possible material to be used in AUSC boilers because it meets the 

creep and oxidation requirements for the harsh environment.  However, IN740 is susceptible to heat-

affected-zone liquation cracking in the base metal of heavy section weldments.  Due to problems with 

weldability, IN740H was identified as a possible alternative material.  The main alloying differences 

between IN740 and IN740H are that IN740H contains smaller amounts of Si, Ti, B, and Nb and increased 

Al.  The Si, Nb, and B were lowered to help improve the weldability.  However, IN740H has lower stress 

rupture ductility when compared to IN740.  In an attempt to improve stress rupture ductility, a modified 

composition, based on IN740H, was developed.  Specifically, the modified alloy has reduced carbon 

levels and increased B levels compared to IN740H. 

 In order to compare IN740, IN740H, and the two modified alloys, and assess applicability of 

these materials within the AUSC environment, annealing, aging, and stress rupture life tests were 

performed on each of the alloys.  Annealing studies were performed at different temperatures for one hour 

to determine heat treatments for each material to yield a 90 µm grain size.  After annealing then aging the 

samples for 4 hours at 800 °C, stress rupture life tests were performed at 760 °C.  Aging studies helped 

characterize microstructural evolution of precipitates during aging at different times.  Stress rupture tests 

were performed at several stress levels to determine a stress which would cause rupture at 1000 hours.  

After each stress rupture test was performed, the ductility of each material was calculated using the 

percent reduction in area.  Microstructures after annealing, aging, and stress rupture life testing were 

evaluated through the use of light optical microscopy, scanning electron microscopy (SEM), transmission 

electron microscopy (TEM), electrolytic extraction, and X-ray diffraction (XRD).  Stress rupture life and 
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ductility responses were then correlated to precipitation behavior that occurred in IN740, IN740H, and the 

two modified IN740H alloys.  The effect of chemistry on precipitation behavior was also studied. 

 Additionally, prior to the start of this research project, IN740H was known to precipitate a 

lamellar precipitate along grain boundaries after aging at 800 °C.  Work done in this study through TEM, 

SEM, and electrolytic extraction/XRD identified the lamellar precipitate as Cr-rich M23C6 carbide that 

formed through a discontinuous cellular precipitation reaction.  Through TEM imaging and diffraction 

analysis, the factors influencing growth of this lamellar precipitate were clarified.   

 

1.1 Research Objectives 

This thesis research utilized IN740, IN740H, and two modified IN740H alloys to achieve the 

following objectives: 

1. Identify precipitates that occur during aging and stress rupture testing in four variations 

of IN740. 

2. Determine the effects of composition and precipitation behavior on the stress rupture life 

and ductility of the four materials. 

3. Identify and characterize the lamellar grain boundary precipitate that forms in IN740H. 
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CHAPTER 2: BACKGROUND 
 

 

Increasing energy demands as well as a desire for reductions in carbon dioxide (CO2) emissions 

have led to the development of coal-fired advanced ultrasupercritical (AUSC) steam boilers for electrical 

power generation.  However, such boilers require materials that are able to provide years of service at 

high temperatures and pressures.  Austenitic stainless steels currently used in boiler applications do not 

have sufficient creep or oxidation resistance and cannot perform well in harsh AUSC boiler 

environments.  Nickel-based superalloys, such as IN740, have been identified as potential materials for 

these boiler applications.  In this chapter, AUSC boilers and potential materials for boiler applications, 

stress rupture life and ductility, and precipitate evolution during aging and creep rupture testing in IN740 

will be discussed. 

 

2.1 Advanced Ultrasupercritical (AUSC) Boilers 

Heightened energy demands have led to the development of AUSC boilers.  Decreased emissions 

and increased energy can be attained through increasing both the steam temperature and pressures within 

the boiler [1].  AUSC boilers, operating at 760 °C and 35 MPa have the potential to reach efficiencies of 

48 pct, which could reduce CO2 emissions substantially when compared to boilers typically used in the 

United States [1].  Table 2.1 shows the CO2 emissions produced based on boiler type [1].  Most U.S. 

boilers in use today are subcritical.  Implementing AUSC boilers and newer boiler technology could 

reduce CO2 emissions by over 14 pct [1].  Austenitic stainless steels currently used in boiler applications 

do not have sufficient creep or oxidation resistance and cannot perform well in such harsh environments.  

The creep rupture strength of materials used within the boiler, specifically steam header piping and 

superheater tubes, is particularly important.  In order to identify materials that could be used within 

AUSC environments, stress rupture tests can be performed at different temperatures at 100 MPa.  If the 

material ruptures at 100,000 hours at a temperature of 760 °C or higher, the material is viable for use 

within the harsh AUSC environment [1].  This requirement for materials is based upon the approximate 

stress value at which pipe wall thickness can be kept low enough to minimize potential for possible 

thermal fatigue cracking [2].  Figure 2.1 shows the creep rupture strength of various boiler materials that 

could potentially be used in AUSC boilers.  Figure 2.1 shows that 9-12 pct Cr steels, austenitic steel 

alloys, and solid solution strengthened nickel (Ni) – based alloys have an upper temperature limit of 

720 °C [1, 2].  However, age hardenable Ni-based superalloys, IN740 and Haynes 282, are materials that 
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meet the adequate strength and temperature requirements for use in AUSC boilers.  This study focuses on 

IN740 and its derivatives.   

 

Table 2.1 – CO2 Emissions from Mining and Transportation of Coal [1]. 

 

Technology 

CO2 Emissions 

kg/MWh (lb/MWh) 

Subcritical 66.2 (146) 

Supercritical 63.0 (139) 

USC 61.7 (136) 

AUSC 56.7 (125) 
 

 

 

Figure 2.1 100,000 hour stress rupture strength as a function of stress and temperature for  

  potential materials used in AUSC boilers [1,2]. 
 

2.2 Creep Rupture Life 

In order to characterize materials for use in boiler applications, a basic understanding of creep, 

creep rupture life, and creep damage mechanisms must be understood.   

2.2.1 Creep 

Creep is an important phenomenon that must be accounted for in AUSC boilers.  When a metal is 

subjected to a tensile stress for extended times at elevated temperatures, the material will slowly deform, 
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resulting in creep [3].  The rate of extension is not constant, and is typically made up of three distinct 

stages.  Figure 2.2 shows a schematic creep strain-time curve.  The three main stages of creep include: 

primary, secondary, and tertiary, which is followed by rupture.  R.W. Evans and B. Wilshire describe the 

stages of creep related to microstructural and damage evolution in their book “Creep of Metals and 

Alloys” [4].  At temperatures of 0.4Tm (Tm represents the alloy solidus temperature) and above, recovery 

processes (including climb and cross slip), allow for the annihilation of dislocations to occur.  At high 

temperatures, dislocation creep processes tend towards a constant rate in which the generation of 

dislocations is balanced by recovery processes to maintain a steady-state dislocation configuration.  This 

steady state configuration can be disrupted through several factors, resulting in acceleration of the creep 

rate during the final (tertiary stage).  The acceleration in creep rate during the tertiary stage is attributed to 

loss in creep strength due to microstructural instabilities.  Microstructural instabilities can include 

processes such as grain growth, recrystallization, or the gradual coarsening of the precipitate dispersion 

during exposure at high temperatures.  Sometimes, the tertiary stage can be associated with mechanical 

instabilities, such as necking or accumulation of damage, which result in the development of cracks, and 

eventual failure of the material.  It is important to note that Figure 2.2 displays an idealized curve; actual 

creep curves can be dominated by primary or tertiary stages depending on applied stress and temperature.  

Furthermore, at high temperatures, theories of creep are based upon the concept that time-dependent 

deformation can occur by stress-directed vacancy flow at stresses too low for dislocation processes to be 

significant [4].  Therefore, the explanation for fracture in samples tested to failure is based upon 

intergranular cracking.   

 

Figure 2.2 Schematic representation of a typical creep strain-time curve [Adapted from 4]. 

In Ni-based superalloys, creep resistance is controlled partially by γ´ acting as dislocation 

obstacles, and mainly by its effect on the rate of recovery.  In some cases, recovery rate can be controlled 
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by the grain size and the γ´ volume fraction [5].  Furthermore, the dislocation structure is consistent with 

recovery occurring at the grain boundaries [5].  Figure 2.3 shows a deformation mechanism map during 

creep testing for superalloy MAR-M 200 with a grain size of 100 µm [6].  This figure shows predominant 

deformation modes in MAR-M 200 based on shear stress and temperature.  The material is a Ni-based 

superalloy with a grain size close to grain sizes (90 and 112 μm) used in this experimental study. 

 

 

Figure 2.3 Deformation mechanism map for MAR-M 200 alloy with a grain size of 100 µm  

  [5]. 

 

 

2.2.2 Creep-Rupture Fracture Modes 

Under high temperature creep conditions (and relatively low strains to failure); metals often fail 

due to intergranular cracking.  There are two distinct ways in which intergranular cracking can occur in 

creep (stress) rupture tested materials.  The types of fracture include the formation of wedge cracks at 

triple point junctions or by the nucleation, growth, and link-up of grain boundary cavities (or voids) 

approximately perpendicular to the tensile axis [4].   

Wedge cracking at triple point junctions is well understood.  During creep testing, the grains in a 

polycrystalline solid can move relative to one another causing shear displacement at the boundaries, 

commonly referred to as grain boundary sliding [4].  Grain boundary sliding on boundaries experiencing 

shear stress can lead to the development of stress concentrations, which are sufficient to develop cracks 

on the boundaries normal to the tensile axis [4].  Figure 2.4 displays a schematic representation of the 
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development of a wedge crack.  This type of cracking is typically only observed at relatively high 

stresses.   

 

 

Figure 2.4 Schematic representation of the development of a wedge crack.  Arrows indicate 

grain boundary sliding (GBS) on boundaries that are inclined to the stress axis, 

which results in a stress concentration sufficient enough to form cracking at the 

triple point junction between grains A, B, and C [Adapted from 4]. 

 

At lower stresses and longer times to rupture, intergranular fracture is normally a result of 

cavitation [4].  The mechanism for the formation of cavities that form during creep is much more 

complex than wedge cracking and seems to be a source of controversy because the mechanisms of cavity 

formation are not clearly understood.  The general feature of cavitation failure is an increasing loss of 

ductility with increasing temperature and decreasing strain rate [6].  Changes in ductility are associated 

with cavity development, which increases with temperature [6].  The onset of cavitation, which occurs 

with increasing time and higher temperatures, coincides with the onset of grain boundary sliding; 

however, not all boundaries develop cavities.   

Cavity nucleation is commonly divided into several categories: formation of cavities by tensile 

grain boundary ledges or sub-boundary cusps, vacancy condensation (usually at grain boundaries at areas 

of high stress concentration), cavity formation at the head of a dislocation pile-up (referred to as the 

Zener-Stroh mechanism), and cavity formation through particle fracture or particle decohesion (usually in 

conjunction with the previously mentioned mechanisms of cavity formation) [4, 6].  Figure 2.5 

schematically shows the types of cavity formation.   

Grain boundary sliding can lead to stress concentrations at hard particles on grain boundaries 

(Figure 2.5(a), (b), and (d)).  It is possible that the formation of ledges, which cause stress concentrations 

when they impeded grain boundary sliding, may occur as a result of slip along planes that intersect grain 

boundaries [4].  As shown in the schematic below, grain boundary sliding is not a necessary condition for 

cavities to nucleate.  However, grain boundary sliding does aid cavity growth.   

 

B 

C 

A 
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(a) (b) 

 
 

(c) (d) 

Figure 2.5 Cavity nucleation mechanisms: (a) sliding impeded at grain boundary ledges and 

sub-boundary cusps leading to cavitation, (b) cavity nucleation from vacancy 

condensation at regions of high tensile stress, (c) cavity nucleation from Zener-

Stroh mechanism, and (d) formation of a cavity at a particle interface in 

conjunction with the mechanisms described in (a-c) [Adapted from 4, 6]. 

 

As stated previously, stress concentrations associated with dislocation pile-ups, particularly at 

grain boundaries and hard second phase particles, can nucleate cavities.  Studies have shown that cavity 

spacing is consistent with regions of high dislocation activity (slip band spacing) [6].  Nucleation of 

cavities on boundaries appears to require obstacles and a Zener Stroh mechanism (cavity growth at 

second phase particles or precipitates) [6]. 

The most common locations of cavities are along grain boundaries with second phase particles 

[6].  Furthermore, solute segregation at grain boundaries may allow for grain boundaries to become 

susceptible to cavity nucleation [6].  Also, particles along grain boundaries may result in stress 

concentrations upon application of stress and increase cavity nucleation through vacancy condensation by 

increasing the grain boundary energy [3].  Furthermore, particles can become effective barriers to 

dislocation pile-ups.  After cavities have nucleated, there are a variety of factors that can provide for the 

growth and link-up of cavities.  Some factors include diffusion, grain boundary sliding, and plasticity [6].  

In the final stages of creep life, crack growth through the link-up of cavities is the rate controlling step for 

failure [4].  
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2.3 Use of IN740 in AUSC Boilers 

As stated previously, IN740 has been identified as a possible candidate for use in AUSC boilers.  

In order to understand the applicability of this material, it is important to compare IN740 to other 

superalloys, and present the mechanical and precipitation behavior of the alloy.   

 

2.3.1 Stress Rupture and Creep Stability of IN740  

Operating within the AUSC steam boiler requires superior materials that have substantial stress 

rupture and creep stability.  Retained creep strength at temperatures of 740-770 ºC is ideal.  Furthermore, 

a rupture strength of 100 MPa at 760 ºC when tested for 100,000 hours is imperative for material use 

within the AUSC environment [7].  There are several potential materials that have been considered for 

AUSC boiler applications.  Besides IN740, other materials that have been considered include IN617 and 

NIMONIC 263.  IN617 is a solid solution strengthened superalloy.  NIMONIC 263, which is commonly 

used in gas turbine applications, is an age hardenable alloy with γ' precipitates and has solid solution 

strengthening (similar to IN740).  Table 2.2 shows the composition ranges of IN617 [8].  Table 2.3 

displays the composition ranges for NIMONIC 263 [9].  Figure 2.6 shows that IN617 has significantly 

lower stress rupture strength than IN740.   

 

Table 2.2 – Alloy Composition Range for IN617 

Ni Cr Co Mo Al C Fe Mn Si S Ti Cu B 

44.5 

min 

20.0-

24.0 

10.0-

15.0 

8.0-

10.0 

0.8-

1.5 

0.05-

0.15 

3.0 

max 

1.0 

max 

1.0 

max 

0.015 

max 

0.6 

max 

0.5 

max 

0.006 

max 
 

 

 

Table 2.3 – Alloy Composition Range for NIMONIC 263 

C Ni Cr Mo Co Al Ti Mn Fe Cu B 

0.04-

0.08 Bal 

19.0-

21.0 

5.6-

6.1 

19.0-

21.0 

0.6 

max 

1.9-

2.4 

0.60 

max 

0.7 

max 

0.2 

max 

0.005 

max 
 

 
 

During stress rupture tests of 100,000 hours, alloy 263 exceeds 100 MPa when tested at 750 ºC.  

However, IN740 has slightly better creep strength performance [7].  Smith et al., using a power law fit to 

the experimental data, predicted stress rupture strength of 145 MPa for 100,000 hours at 750 ºC. Figure 

2.7 [7] shows their results.  
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Figure 2.6 Comparison of IN617 and IN740 stress rupture tests (Adapted from [7]). 
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Figure 2.7 Comparison of rupture life for IN740, NIMONIC 263, and IN617 (Adapted from [7]). 
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2.3.2 Microstructure of IN740  

It has been shown that IN740 has better high temperature properties than IN617 and 

NIMONIC 263, which have also been identified as possible AUSC materials [7]. Therefore, IN740 is 

viable candidate for use in AUSC boilers.  Now that justification for the study of IN740 (and its 

derivative alloys) has been provided, further investigation of the alloy must be done.  This section 

provides information about the microstructures that occur in IN740.  This study has shown that 

precipitation behavior strongly influences stress rupture life and ductility. 

IN740 is a nickel-chromium-cobalt alloy that was developed by Special Metals Corporation.  

Table 2.4 shows the composition of IN740 [10].  IN740 is age hardenable by precipitation of γ'.  The 

matrix for this alloy is primarily austenitic (i.e. fcc) Ni and is solid solution strengthened by Co.  The 

alloy is able to resist oxidation, carburization, and sulfidation at high temperatures.  It also resists halide 

attack at high temperatures because of the low Fe content and high Ni content [11].  The alloy has 

excellent resistance to high temperature corrosion due to the Cr content [11].  The additions of Nb, Al, 

and Ti form the γ' precipitates that are required for strengthening during use in the AUSC boiler 

environment.  An important aspect of this material is that it is designed to harden through precipitate 

strengthening during service within the AUSC environment. 

As stated previously, it is important to discuss possible microstructures that can develop during 

heat treatment and mechanical testing.  Ni – based superalloys have the potential to form several different 

precipitates.  In this study, γ´, MC, M23C6, and η precipitates have the greatest effect on stress rupture life 

and ductility.  Evans et al. characterized the microstructure and phase stability of IN740 during creep 

[11].  Table 2.4 identifies the nominal composition of IN740 evaluated in their study.  Table 2.5 shows 

the phases present and the measured compositions in the creep tested IN740 alloy [11].  The identity and 

composition of phases observed in the scanning electron microscope (SEM) after creep testing were 

confirmed by transmission electron microscopy (TEM) diffraction patterns and energy dispersive 

spectroscopy (EDS) [11].    

 

Table 2.4 – Nominal Composition of IN740 

C Ni Cr Mo Co Al Ti Nb Mn Fe Si 

0.03 Bal 25.0 0.5 20.0 0.9 1.8 2.0 0.3 0.7 0.5 
 

 

The γ´ precipitate is the main strengthening agent in IN740.  Zhao et al. examined the 

behavior IN740 in the temperature range from 704 to 760 ºC [12].  Figure 2.8 displays the results of 

their study [12].  With increasing temperature and time, coarsening of the γ' phase is observed.  The 
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coarsening follows the coarsening law  ̅    where the r term is the effective radius and t is the 

aging time [12].  This equation shows how coarsening occurs with the increase in time; however 

coarsening happens with increases in temperature as well.  The microstructure of IN740 during 

creep was also studied by Evans et al.  The alloy was annealed for 0.5 hours at 1200 ºC, followed by 

aging for 16 hours at 800 ºC.  Then, creep tests were performed for 2500 hours at 816 ºC at a stress 

of 138 MPa [11].  During the creep test, γ' precipitates coarsened and lost coherency with the γ 

matrix [11].  This behavior is similar to the behavior observed during annealing for longer 

temperatures and times.   

 

Table 2.5 – Measured Composition (Atomic Pct) of Metallic Components of Phases in Creep Tested 

IN740 [11]. 

Phase Ni Cr Co Ti Fe Nb Mo Si Al 

γ 44.6 32.7 21.2 0.3 0.5 0.2 0.1 0.3 0.1 

γ´ 73.3 1.6 6.2 10.0 0.3 2.4 0 0 6.1 

M23C6 3.5 93.5 1.6 0.1 0 0 1.2 0 0 

G 47.3 2.1 10.1 2.8 0.1 15.3 0.2 21.9 0.1 

η 71 1.3 8.9 10.4 0.1 6.0 0 0 2.3 

MC 1.2 0.9 0.6 32.0 0 64.5 0.2 0.5 0.1 
 

 

 

Figure 2.8 Coarsening of the γ' precipitates during aging at 704, 725, and 760 ºC. 

 

M23C6 can also form in Ni-based superalloys.  According to Table 2.5, the M23C6 carbide that 

forms in IN740 is chromium (Cr) rich.  This phase has an fcc crystal structure, and a lattice parameter 

ranging from 1.05 – 1.070 nm [13].  M23C6 usually precipitates on grain boundaries in the form of films, 
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globules, platelets, lamellae, and cells [13].  When M23C6 forms discrete particles on a grain boundary, 

grain boundary sliding during creep can be impeded, resulting in increased creep-rupture life.   However, 

when M23C6 forms extensive grain boundary platelets (lamellae), the carbide has an embrittling effect and 

decreases the creep ductility.  Frequently, a γ´ free zone forms adjacent to the carbide, which has a 

deleterious effect on stress-rupture properties [13].  Figure 2.9 shows rod-like or lamellar M23C6 

precipitates surrounded by a γ´ free zone [14].   

 

 

Figure 2.9 Secondary electron image of IN740 solution heat treated and aged at 1150 ˚C/4h/AC + 

1120 ˚C/1h/AC + 850 ˚C/16h/AC followed by exposure to 760 ˚C for 1000 hours. The 

top arrow shows the γ´ depletion zone around the grain boundary and the bottom two 

arrows show the lamellar M23C6 morphology [14]. 

  

Another important precipitate in Ni-based superalloys is η (Ni3Ti) [13]. The η phase is a hcp 

ordered DO24 structure with the formula Ni3Ti.  A typical lattice parameter for η is 0.5093 nm [13].  The η 

phase forms at high temperatures and aging times [2].  Figure 2.10 gives the time-temperature 

transformation (TTT) – diagram for η phase formation in IN740.   This diagram indicates that the highest 

stable temperature of the η phase is approximately 1000 °C and that the η phase forms in the temperature 

range of 700-1000 °C [15].  Figure 2.11 shows the early formation of needle-like η in IN740, which was 

aged at 950 ˚C for 26 hours [15].  It has been hypothesized that as the η phase nucleates and grows, γ´ 

free zones develop where precipitation occurs.  The depletion zone indicates that the η phase, which is 

rich in Ti, forms at the expense of the γ´ phase [15].  However, literature has also shown that the 

formation of the η phase, elongating away from the grain boundaries and into grain interiors, does not 
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harm stress rupture life.  If the creep strain is greatest in the γ´ depleted regions adjacent to the grain 

boundaries, then the formation of η may be beneficial to creep strength and ductility by providing an 

obstacle to grain boundary sliding and cavity growth [2].   

 

 

Figure 2.10 Time – temperature transformation curve for the precipitation of η in IN740 [15]. 

 

 

Figure 2.11 Precipitation of needle-like η phase in IN740 after aging at 950 ˚C for 26 hours [16]. 

 

The most stable carbide found in Ni-based superalloys is the MC carbide because its shape, size, 

and distribution, though influenced by processing sequence, is not significantly affected by heat treatment 

[13].  The MC carbide has an fcc crystal lattice.  According to Table 2.5, the carbide is rich in Ti and Nb.  
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The MC carbide can be rather large, blocky, and cube shaped.  Being a large, brittle carbide, MC carbides 

can act as nucleation sites for cracks during stress rupture testing. 

Another precipitate that can form in IN740 is G-phase.  G-phase is a complex silicide with an fcc 

crystal structure [11].  G-phase has a nominal composition of M6Ni16Si7 and a lattice parameter of 

approximately 1.14 nm [11].  G-phase has been shown to have a negative effect on stress rupture life and 

ductility [11].  Figure 2.12 shows precipitation of G-phase in IN740 after creep testing at 816 °C for 

927 hours [2]; η phase and M23C6 are also shown. 

IN740 appears to be a very promising candidate for use in AUSC boilers because it exhibits high 

stress rupture strength and corrosion resistance at high temperatures when compared to other materials.  

However, it is susceptible to heat affected zone micro-fissuring after welding sections that are greater than 

25 mm in thickness [17].  For this reason, several chemistry modifications have been suggested to 

improve the properties of IN740.  The precipitation behavior and stress-rupture properties of IN740 

derivatives, including IN740H and modified versions of IN740H, are the focus of this work. 

 

 

Figure 2.12  Back scattered SEM image of IN740 after creep testing at 816 °C for 927 hours 

showing G-phase, M23C6, and η phase precipitation [2]. 

 

2.4 Discontinuous Cellular Precipitation 

Carbide precipitation in Ni-based superalloys can be beneficial to creep resistance; however, 

carbides can also be deleterious in some morphologies.  Although not common, Ni-based superalloys can 

display cellular carbide precipitation.  A cell consists of a series of aligned carbide rods within a matrix. 

The precipitate morphology is deleterious to mechanical properties, causing reduced ductility and impact 

resistance.  Furthermore, cellular precipitation has been linked to sensitization corrosion [18].  Cellular 
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precipitation is a form of a discontinuous reaction [19].  In general, the main features of this type of 

precipitation are the movement of an incoherent grain boundary that creates a high diffusivity reaction 

front, allowing the formation of rod-like precipitates behind the grain boundary [19].  This precipitate 

morphology can contain two or more phases.  In general, the interface between the matrix and precipitate 

is low energy and can be either semi-coherent or coherent [19].  In current literature, there is some 

controversy over the mechanism of the initial nucleation for cellular precipitation.   

Several superalloys have exhibited discontinuous precipitation.  These alloys include alloy 800, 

IN690, and NIMONIC 80A [18, 20, 21].  Figure 2.13 displays micrographs of cellular precipitation in 

each material.  In these alloys, the discontinuous precipitation phase was found to be the Cr-rich M23C6 

carbide. The growth of the precipitate is by advancement of the grain/cell boundary into the differentially 

oriented, solute-supersaturated grain, leaving behind a solute-depleted matrix and an array of carbide rods 

aligned perpendicularly to the advancing boundary [18, 20, 21].  Discontinuous cellular precipitation is 

discussed more extensively in Chapter 5, Section 5.4. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

(a)                                                           (b) 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

                                                                               (c) 

Figure 2.13 Discontinuous precipitation of M23C6 carbides in a) alloy 800 creep tested at 980 °C for 

  2633 hours, b) IN690  heat treated at 720 °C for 10 hours, and c) NIMONIC 80A heat 

  treated at 1050 °C for 2 hours followed by 16 hours at 700 °C .  The M23C6 precipitates 

  are highlighted by arrows on each micrograph [18, 20, 21]. 
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CHAPTER 3: EXPERIMENTAL METHODS 

 

 

This chapter outlines the methods used to characterize the relationship between alloying, 

microstructure, and stress rupture and ductility behavior of IN740, IN740H, and two modified IN740H 

chemistries.   

3.1 Materials 

The alloys used in this study were IN740, IN740H, and two IN740H alloys with modified 

chemistries.  All four alloys were received from Special Metals.  Table 3.1 lists the chemical 

compositions for the materials [22].  Each material was vacuum induction melted (VIM), vacuum arc 

remelted (VAR), homogenized, and hot rolled to 15.9 mm (5/8 in) plate.  The main alloying differences 

between the materials are the amounts of C, Si, Cu, Al, Ti, Nb, and B.  IN740H was developed because 

IN740 displayed heat-affected-zone liquation cracking in the base metal of heavy section weldments.  To 

address the cracking issue, IN740H was developed with decreased amounts of Si, Ti, B, and Nb to 

improve weldability, and increased Al and decreased Ti to prevent η formation [22]; lowering Si also 

helps to decrease G-phase formation.  However, IN740H has exhibited poor stress rupture ductility [22].  

In an attempt to improve stress rupture ductility, two modified compositions, based on IN740H, were 

developed.  The modified alloys have reduced carbon levels compared to IN740H and increased B 

content. 

Prior to stress rupture testing, the as-received microstructures were evaluated.  IN740 and the two 

modified IN740H superalloys were received in the hot rolled condition from Special Metals.  IN740H 

was received after an annealing treatment at 1121 ˚C (2050 ˚F) for one hour followed by a water quench 

performed by Special Metals.  Figure 3.1 shows the microstructures of the as-received alloys.  IN740 and 

the two modified IN740H alloys have microstructures which are not fully recrystallized, where pancaked 

(elongated) grains are still present in the microstructure.  The orientation of the pancaked grains in IN740, 

IN740H modified 1, and IN740H modified 2 indicate that the rolling direction is left to right for the as-

received materials shown in Figure 3.1  Table 3.2 displays the hardness values and initial grain size 

calculations for each as-received material.  Grain size calculations were performed using the line-intercept 

method according to ASTM standard E112. 
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Table 3.1 – Compositions of IN740, IN740H, and two modified IN740H alloys. 

  IN740 IN740H 

IN740H 

Mod 1 

IN740H 

Mod 2 

C 0.033 0.023 0.011 0.012 

Mn 0.27 0.30 0.26 0.26 

Fe 1.06 1.05 1.07 1.08 

S 0.0014 0.0013 0.0015 0.0014 

Si 0.47 0.17 0.19 0.16 

Cu 0.013 0.004 0.013 0.013 

Ni 48.07 48.50 48.69 48.43 

Cr 24.77 24.20 24.62 24.84 

Al 0.96 1.39 1.39 1.46 

Ti 1.70 1.36 1.47 1.34 

Mg 0.001 0.017 0.001 0.001 

Co 20.06 20.60 20.08 20.27 

Mo 0.55 0.54 0.55 0.55 

Nb 1.99 1.58 1.59 1.49 

Ta 0.007 0.002 0.007 0.007 

P 0.002 0.0023 0.0020 0.0020 

B 0.0023 0.0005 0.0016 0.0022 

N 0.005 -- 0.004 0.005 

V 0.013 0.008 0.010 0.010 

W 0.015 0.011 0.024 0.027 

Zr 0.020 0.018 0.020 0.022 
 

 

 

Table 3.2 –Hardness and grain size values for IN740, IN740H, and two modified IN740H alloys in the as-

received condition. 

Material Hardness Grain Size (µm) 

IN740 41 HRC ± 1.6* 6.6 ± 5* 

IN740H 86.4 HRB ± 2.1* 91.6 ± 10.5* 

IN740H Mod 1 39.8 HRC ± 3.4* 10.1 ± 6.2* 

IN740H Mod 2 38.6 HRC ± 1.2* 7.2 ± 4.1* 

*Uncertainties indicated were calculated using the standard deviation, and are measured in HRC or HRB 

(hardness) and (µm) grain size.   
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(a) 

 

(b) 

 

(c) 

 

(d) 

Figure 3.1 Representative light micrographs of (a) IN740, (b) IN740H, (c) IN740H modified 1, and 

(d) IN740H modified 2 in the as received conditions.  Pancaked grain orientation 

displayed in (a), (c), and (d) indicates the rolling direction is from left to right.  

3.2 Heat Treatment Studies and Microstructure  

Both an annealing study and an aging study were performed on the materials.  During the 

annealing study, IN740, IN740H modified 1, and IN740H modified 2 were annealed at several different 

temperatures for one hour to investigate grain coarsening kinetics and to determine the appropriate heat 

treatment conditions to achieve a target grain size of 90 µm. A grain size of 90 µm was desired to balance 

creep rupture and fatigue properties [23].  A fine grain size would compromise the creep rupture 

properties whereas a coarse grain size would compromise fatigue characteristics [23].  An annealing study 

was not conducted on IN740H because the as-received material was already within the acceptable range 

for grain size after the annealing treatment (1121 °C/1 hour/water quench) performed by Special Metals.  

After the annealing treatments were determined, each material was aged at 800 °C for 4 hours prior to 

stress rupture testing.  Figure 3.2 shows a schematic of the processing history of the specimens prior to 

stress rupture testing.    

After annealing, an aging study was performed at 800 ºC for 1, 3, 10, and 30 hours on all four 

alloys in order to characterize the precipitates formed during different aging times, specifically on the 

grain boundaries.  The aging temperature was chosen because it is the industry standard to age materials 
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for advanced ultrasupercritical steam boilers (AUSC) at 800 °C for 4-16 hours.  Originally, cooling 

method was thought to have an effect on the amount of precipitation, specifically lamellar M23C6 in 

IN740H.  In order to characterize the effect of cooling method, IN740H was water quenched and air 

cooled after the aging treatments.  IN740 and the two modified alloys were water quenched. The 

microstructures after aging were compared between conditions.   

 

 

Figure 3.2 Schematic showing the processing history of specimens prior to stress rupture 

testing. 

 

3.3 Stress Rupture Testing 

The creep frames used in this study were donated by ArcelorMittal, having been previously 

located at the Homer Research Labs of Bethlehem Steel.  Figure 3.3 shows one of the creep frames used 

to perform stress rupture testing.  This project was the first to use these units at the Colorado School of 

Mines, so the creep testing machines had to be restored. Restoration included: rewiring the units to 

include a digital temperature controller, restoring and welding the coils within one furnace, and designing 

and machining high temperature pull rods.  The stress rupture testing setup is comprised of a high 

temperature threaded specimen holder, high temperature pullrods, hot couplings made of IN713, button-

head adaptors, cold couplings, and cold studs. A test specimen was strain gauged in order to check the 

calibration of the lever arms of each creep testing apparatus; the mechanical advantage of the lever arm is 

20:1.    

During testing, a thermocouple was attached to the gauge section of each specimen with high 

temperature wire to monitor the specimen temperature during the test.  A thermocouple was also attached 
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to the shoulder of the stress rupture specimens to evaluate temperature gradients in the furnace.  The 

temperature differences between the gauged and shoulder sections of the sample were less than one 

degree.  Ultimately the specimen shoulders were compared to the gage sections to determine the 

microstructural differences between high and low stressed areas.    

 

 

Figure 3.3 High temperature creep frame used for stress rupture life and ductility testing. 

 

Stress rupture tests were performed at various applied stresses on all four alloys.  Figure 3.4 

shows the stress rupture sample geometry, which was obtained from PCC - Special Metals.   

Prior to testing, each material was annealed for one hour at different temperatures to produce a grain size 

of approximately 90 µm, aged at 800 ˚C for 4 hours, then water quenched.  The goal of stress rupture 

testing was to determine the stress for rupture at 1000 hours for each material.  Each test was conducted 

in accordance with ASTM standard E139.  The weight, W, necessary to achieve the desired stress level 

was calculated by 

 
L

AS
W


  (3.1) 

where S is the desired stress level, A is the cross-sectional area, and L is the lever arm ratio.  The lever 

arm was leveled periodically during testing to maintain a constant stress on the sample.  After rupture, 

samples were sectioned perpendicular to the loading axis in the gauge length near the rupture and in the 

shoulder of the specimen to determine the effect of the stress rupture conditions on the microstructural 

evolution. 
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Figure 3.4 Stress rupture sample geometry (obtained from Special Metals.) 

3.4 Light Optical and Scanning Electron Microscopy 

After the samples were heat treated or stress rupture tested, they were mounted in Bakelite.  

Table 3.3 shows the steps that were used to polish the samples.  111 N (25 lbs) force was applied to the 9-

mount automatic polisher holder during polishing.  Between each of the steps, the samples were cleaned 

and dried using an ethanol rinse and heated air. After polishing, the samples were etched using a seven-

acids etch [24].  The seven-acids etch consists of 300 ml distilled water, 300 ml hydrochloric acid (HCl), 

60 ml nitric acid (HNO3), 60 ml phosphoric acid (H3PO4), 60 ml acetic acid (CH3COOH), 30 ml sulfuric 

acid (H2SO4), 30 ml hydrofluoric acid (HF), and 30 g anhydrous iron (III) chloride (FeCl3).  A cotton ball 

was dipped in the etchant and applied to the surface of each sample for 20 – 30 seconds.  After etching, 

the samples were rinsed with distilled water and ethanol and then dried with heated air.   

 

Table 3.3 – Grinding and polishing steps used to prepare specimens for light optical microscopy (LOM) 

and Scanning Electron Microscopy (SEM). 
 

Step Compound Lubricant  Pad 
Time 

(minutes) 

1 None Water 
120 grit 

paper 
< 2 

2 
45 µm diamond 

suspension 
None 

Buehler 

Ultra Pad 
4 

3 
15 µm diamond 

suspension 
None 

Allied 

Kempad 
5-10 

4 
6 µm diamond 

suspension 

Alcohol-based 

extender 

Allied 

Kempad 
5-10 

5 
3 µm diamond 

suspension 

Alcohol-based 

extender 

Allied 

Kempad 
3-6 

6 0.05 µm alumina None 
LECO 

Lecloth 
2 
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3.5 Transmission Electron Microscopy (TEM) 

The purpose of TEM is to analyze precipitate morphology and structure in the experimental 

materials. The specimens examined were: 

 IN740H specimen annealed at 1121 ˚C for 1 hour and water quenched followed by an aging treatment 

at 800 ˚C for 10 hours and a water quench 

 IN740 specimen creep tested at 237 MPa until failure at 1007 hours  

The aged IN740H specimen was chosen because the aging heat treatment resulted in significant 

lamellar grain boundary precipitation in IN740H that facilitated TEM characterization. The creep tested 

IN740 specimen was chosen because it demonstrated extensive needle-like precipitates that appeared 

distinct from the lamellar precipitation observed in IN740H.   

For both material conditions, sections of the material were ground to thicknesses between 90 and 

150 µm, through a 600 grit finish on both faces.  TEM disks of 3 mm diameter were then punched from 

the metal foils.  Electropolishing was conducted in a Fischione Model 110 twin jet electropolisher with an 

electrolyte consisting of 45 pct methanol, 45 pct acetic acid, and 10 pct perchloric acid (by volume). The 

electrolyte was cooled to -20 °C and polishing was conducted at 25-30 V and 30-35 mA until perforation.  

TEM was performed using a Phillips CM12 microscope operating at 120 kV with a tungsten 

filament. Images and diffraction patterns were captured as film negatives that were subsequently scanned 

into positives using an Epson Perfection V750 PRO scanner. 

To analyze selected area diffraction patterns (SADPs) obtained from the experimental materials, 

the SADPs first needed to be corrected for rotation relative to their corresponding images. Rotation 

correction was done by double exposing bright field (BF) images and SADPs of MoO3, an elongated 

crystal with long edges parallel to the [001] direction. An example of the double exposure method is 

shown in Figure 3.5(a) and Table 3.4 shows the rotation matrix for the Phillips CM12 operating at a 

nominal diffraction camera setting of 260 mm. 

Following rotation correction, the true diffraction camera length for a nominal camera length of 

260 mm was determined using an evaporated aluminum diffraction standard (Ted Pella, Inc. prod. no. 

619). Because the aluminum standard consists of many fine grains, the SADP contains series of rings 

rather than discrete spots, as shown in Figure 3.5(b). Since the first four ring indices (hkl) are known to be 

111, 200, 220, and 311 (moving from the central spot outward) and their corresponding d-spacings are 

reported in the standard documentation as 0.2338, 0.2024, 0.1431, and 0.1221 nm, respectively, the 

camera constant (λL) can be measured for each ring using Equation 3.2: 

 LdR
hklhkl

  (3.2) 
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where 2Rhkl is the ring diameter (mm) measured using the line scan feature in ImageJ, dhkl is the known 

interplanar spacing for the ring (nm), and λL is the calculated camera constant (mm*nm). The first four 

rings shown in Figure 3.5 were measured in two different directions and then input into Equation 3.2 with 

their corresponding dhkl values, allowing for eight independent measurements of the camera constant. It 

was determined that λL = 0.8778 mm*nm ± 0.4%. With the microscope camera constant known, it is 

possible to measure diffraction spots (R) from the experimental alloys and calculate the interplanar 

spacing corresponding to the spot (d). These experimental d-spacings can then be compared to the d-

spacings and crystal structures reported in the literature for the various phases that are known to form in 

Ni-base superalloys, allowing phase identification. Furthermore, it is possible to calculate the lattice 

parameter(s) of the phases present. For example, for a cubic material, the lattice parameter (a) can be 

determined from the interplanar spacing (d) according to: 

 222 lkhda
hkl

  (3.3) 

 

 

(a) 

 

(b) 

Figure 3.5 (a) Double exposure of a BF image of an elongated MoO3 crystal at 45 kx magnification 

and its corresponding SADP at a nominal camera length of 260 mm in the Phillips 

CM12. (b) SADP ring pattern obtained from an evaporated aluminum diffraction 

standard (Ted Pella, Inc. prod. no. 619) at a nominal camera length of 260 mm in the 

Phillips CM12. The first four rings, moving from the direct spot outwards, correspond 

to the aluminum 111, 200, 220, and 311 reflections that were used for camera length 

determination λL = 0.8778 mm*nm. 

 

3.6 Electrolytic Extraction  

To characterize precipitates that formed in IN740, IN740H, and the two modified IN740H alloys 

during heat treatment and stress rupture testing, electrolytic extraction was used.  The extracted 
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precipitates were filtered from the electrolyte and analyzed using x-ray diffraction (XRD).  The 

electrolytic extraction procedure used was developed in accordance with the ASTM standard E963 for 

electrolytic extraction of phases from Ni and Ni – Fe base superalloys using a 10 pct hydrochloric acid – 

90 pct methanol electrolyte.  The apparatus and procedure used during electrolytic extraction in this study 

was based on the procedure developed by Rothleutner [25].   

 

Table 3.4 – Clockwise SADP rotation (deg.) required for a nominal diffraction camera length of 260 

mm on the Phillips CM12 at various magnifications. 

Magnification (kX) 22 28 35 45 60 

CW SADP Rotation (deg.) 83.1 89.7 89.9 83.3 75.2 
 

 

Prior to extraction, stress rupture or heat treated cube, cylinder, or rectangular specimens were 

prepared.  All samples had surface areas of less than 15 cm
2
.  Each sample was ground on all surfaces to 

120 grit on a sanding wheel to remove surface contamination.  Corners and edges of the specimens were 

smoothed because they are areas of localized high current density.  The samples were then ultrasonically 

cleaned and rinsed with methanol to remove any adhering particles.   

A 30 gage (AWG) silver plated copper wire with polyvinylidene fluoride (PVDF) insulation was 

spot welded onto the end of each specimen.  The spot welded wire was sealed using a room temperature 

vulcanizing (RTV) silicone and was allowed to dry for at least 24 hours prior to the extraction process.  

The specimen was then measured using calipers to determine the surface area of the specimen (neglecting 

the face with the wire and sealant) to maintain a current of 0.1 A/cm
2 
or less  

 Figure 3.6 shows the electrochemical cell used [25].  The cell includes a reaction kettle, clamp, 

crystallization disk, glass spacer, platinum (Pt) mesh cathode, universal adapter with outlet (14/20 taper), 

gas inlet tube, and silicone stoppers.  The reaction cell was first constructed by placing a glass spacer into 

the bottom of the reaction kettle, followed by placing the crystallizing disk on top [25].  The electrolyte, 

approximately 300mL, containing 10 pct hydrochloric acid (HCl) and 90 pct methanol, was then placed 

into the kettle.  The top of the kettle was held together by the clamp to maintain a seal.  The center port 

houses the test specimen that was suspended by the silver plated copper wire (anode).  The wire/specimen 

was held in place by a silicone stopper.  Another port was used for the universal adapter and gas inlet tube 

which was inserted into the electrolyte to supply Ar gas at 14 kPa (2 psi).  The last port was used to 

suspend the Pt mesh cathode, which was also held in place by a silicone stopper.  Alligator clips were 

attached to the Pt cathode and the test specimen.  The appropriate current was programmed into the direct 

current power supply and the tests were allowed to run for 4 hours.   
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 After the dissolution was complete, a vacuum filtration system was used in order to catch the 

precipitates on a filter and perform XRD.  The apparatus contained a graduated funnel (300 mL), a clamp, 

fritted base, silicone stopper, and a filtering flask (1000 mL).  The filtration apparatus used can be seen in 

Figure 3.7 [25].  During filtration, an oil-less diaphragm vacuum pump was attached to the outlet of the 

filtering flask.  A polycarbonate filter (10 nm pore size) was placed on top of the fritted base, and the 

graduated funnel was held on top of the filter by a clamp.  When filtering was complete, the 

polycarbonate filter was rinsed through with methanol several times to dilute the acid used during 

dissolution.  After filtration, the filter was removed and taped to a low background Si wafer for XRD 

analysis. 

 

Figure 3.6 The electrochemical cell used to perform dissolutions [25]. 

 

 

Figure 3.7 The filtration apparatus used during electrolytic extraction [25]. 
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3.7 X-ray Diffraction (XRD) 

XRD was performed on filters from the electrolytic extraction process that were taped to a low 

background Si wafer, which allowed the filters to be inserted into the diffractometer’s powder clip. A 

Phillips X’Pert Diffractometer using CuKα radiation (0.154060 nm) at 45 kV and 40 mA was used for all 

experiments. Diffraction profiles were collected from 2θ = 25° to 100° with a step size of 0.0170°, a scan 

step time of 40 s, and a 1° collector slit. Raw diffraction profiles were imported into HighScore Plus 3.0.5 

software and stripped of Kα2 peaks and subjected to whole pattern fitting.  The fitted profiles were 

compared to the PDF4+ 2011 diffraction database in HighScore for phase identification. Lattice 

parameter calculations were performed using the 2θ peak positions determined by HighScore profile fit. 

 

3.8 Stress Rupture Damage Analysis 

After IN740, IN740H, and the two modified IN740H materials were stress rupture tested, 

representative samples of each material were subjected to damage analysis.  The samples that were 

chosen for damage analysis were: IN740 tested at 242 MPa for 897 hours, IN740H tested at 235 MPa for 

591 hours, IN740H modified 1 tested at 284 MPa for 400 hours, and IN740H modified 2 tested at 

298 MPa for 473 hours. 

Before destructive analysis began, profiles of each sample were imaged using a Nikon D70 

camera.  All samples subjected to damage analysis were sectioned parallel to the loading axis, halfway 

through the sample.  Samples were then mounted in Bakelite and polished using the procedure in 

Table 3.3.  All metallography was performed on unetched samples.  Subsequent images were taken from 

0 – 4.2 mm away from the fracture surface using at least five fields of view.  Figure 3.8 shows a 

schematic of how damage was mapped for each sample.  The dotted lines in Figure 3.8 indicate the 5 

different ranges imaged.  The boxes shown (labeled 1 – 5 for each range) in Figure 3.8 display the 5 

different frames imaged to determine the amount of damage in each section.  The area of each frame 

imaged and analyzed was 1.2 mm
2
.   

After each sample was imaged, the percentage of damage was determined using a grid 

intersection method in accordance with ASTM E562, Standard Test Method for Determining Volume 

Fraction by Systematic Manual Point Count.  ImageJ was used to insert each grid on individual images.  

Grid intersections that landed on damage sites were counted and compared to the total number of grid 

intersections to determine percent damage for each distance range.  Figure 3.9 shows an example of 

IN740 stress rupture tested at 242 MPa for 897 hours.  Figure 3.9 displays the grid, inserted in ImageJ, 

used to determine percentage of damage at several distances away from the fracture surface.  This damage 

analysis was then compared to the percent reduction in area determined after stress rupture testing. 
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Figure 3.8 Method used to determine the amount of damage in stress rupture tested samples at  

  various distances away from the fracture surface.  Each dotted line indicates the range  

  away from the fracture surface at which images were taken.  The boxes (1 – 5) indicate  

  the individual frames (1.2 mm
2
 area) for each range.   

 

 

Figure 3.9 IN740H stress rupture tested at 242 MPa for 897 hours showing the ImageJ grid used to  

  determine the percent of damage.  The loading direction of the sample is up and down  

  and the  damage shown is perpendicular to the loading direction.  

 
 

Loading Direction 

Loading Direction 
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CHAPTER 4: RESULTS 

 

 

This chapter presents experimental results from the characterization and stress rupture studies of 

IN740 and its derivative alloys.  The microstructures before and after stress rupture testing are presented 

through light optical microscopy, field emission scanning electron microscopy (FESEM), transmission 

electron microscopy (TEM), and x-ray diffraction (XRD).  This chapter also presents the stress rupture 

life and ductility data for each alloy.     

4.1 Annealing Study  

IN740, IN740H modified 1, and IN740H modified 2 were subjected to an annealing study.  The 

objective of the annealing study was to find an annealing treatment for each material which yielded a 

grain size of approximately 90 µm.  A grain size of 90 µm balances creep rupture and fatigue properties 

[23].  A fine grain size would compromise the creep rupture properties whereas a coarse grain size would 

compromise fatigue characteristics [23].  The as-received grain sizes for each material were 6.6 µm for 

IN740, 8.8 µm for IN740H modified 1, and 7.2 µm for IN740H modified 2. IN740H was not tested 

because the grain size of the material received from Special Metals was 91.6 µm; Special Metals annealed 

the alloy at 1121 °C (2050 °F) for one hour followed by a water quench.  Each of the other three materials 

was annealed at various temperatures for one hour followed by an air cool or water quench.  The 

influence of cooling method on grain size was assessed.  After each annealing treatment, grain sizes were 

calculated in accordance with ASTM standard E112.  Figure 4.1 shows the variation in grain size plotted 

in accordance with the grain growth law, which is given by: 

 

 






 


RT

Q
tKDD exp

0

2

0

2
 (4.1) 

 

where D is the final grain size, Do is the initial grain size, Ko is a constant, t is the time required to reach a 

specific grain size (fixed at 1 hour), Q is the activation energy, T is the temperature, and R is the universal 

gas constant.  The equation of each line was used to establish annealing treatments, which yielded a grain 

size of 90 µm.  The cooling method did not result in a substantial difference in grain size.  Table 4.1 

displays the selected annealing treatments for each alloy.  Stress rupture specimens were machined by 

Special Metals and heat treated using the conditions shown in Table 4.1 followed by air cooling.  After 
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stress rupture samples were obtained from Special Metals, grain sizes were re-calculated to verify grain 

size.  Although IN740, IN740H, and IN740H modified 1 had the expected grain sizes of 90 µm after 

annealing, IN740H modified 2 displayed a grain size of 112 µm, which is larger than expected.  However, 

this discrepancy is beneficial because the effect of grain size on stress rupture life and ductility can be 

analyzed. 

 

 

Figure 4.1 Grain size squared versus inverse annealing temperature for IN740, IN740H 

modified 1, and IN740H modified 2.  Data from water quenched and air 

cooling methods are shown. 

 

 

Table 4.1 - Annealing treatments, performed for one hour, on IN740, IN740H modified 1, 

and IN740H modified 2 to obtain 90 µm grain sizes. 

Cooling 

Method 
740 

740H 

modified 1  

740H 

modified 2 

Air Cool 1076°C 1044°C 1082°C 

Water 

Quench 
1075°C 1042°C 1086°C 

 

 

4.2  Aging Study 

Prior to stress rupture testing, an aging study was conducted on IN740, IN740H, and the two 

modified alloys.  The first study was performed on IN740H.  Before the aging treatment, IN740H was 

90 µm grain size 
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annealed at 1121 °C for one hour followed by a water quench by Special Metals.  The alloy was then aged 

at 800 °C for 1, 3, 10, and 30 hours followed by a water quench or an air cool.  After each aging 

treatment, the hardness was measured.  Figure 4.2 shows the hardness versus aging time for IN740H.  

This figure shows that the air cooled samples have a slightly lower hardness than the water quenched 

samples.  However, the difference between hardness values is not substantial.  After 10 hours, the 

hardness seems to saturate and stay relatively consistent at longer aging times.    

 

Figure 4.2 Hardness versus aging time for IN740H aged at 800 °C for 1, 3, 10, and 30 

hours followed by an air cool or a water quench.  Water quenched samples 

displayed a slightly higher hardness than the air cooled specimens. 

 

Grain boundary precipitation of a lamellar precipitate occurred after aging at 800 °C for 1 hour in 

IN740H.  Special Metals was the first to notice this lamellar precipitation.  Originally, they hypothesized 

that air cooling instead of water quenching would deter the formation of this lamellar precipitate.  The 

aging study on IN740H was performed in order to either verify or invalidate this hypothesis.  After the 

aging study was completed, it was apparent that there was no change in the amount of lamellar precipitate 

(M23C6) observed after air cooling.  Aging for longer times increased the number of grain boundaries that 

displayed the precipitate.  Figure 4.3 shows the microstructural progression after aging for the water 

quenched conditions; the air cooled sample had similar microstructures.  Over time, the lamellar 

precipitate seemed to evolve into a spherical morphology.  The spherical precipitates were seen especially 
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in the specimen aged for 30 hours and water quenched.  Figure 4.4 shows an example of spherical 

precipitates near a grain boundary. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

(a) 

 

(b) 

 

(c) 

 

(d) 

Figure 4.3 Light optical micrograph of IN740H aged at 800 °C for a) 1 b) 3 c) 10 and d) 30 

hours followed by an air cool.  The evolution of the grain boundary phase is 

depicted. The seven acids etch was used. 

 

 

Figure 4.4 Light optical micrograph of IN740H annealed at 1121 °C for one hour followed 

by an age at 800 °C for 30 hours followed by a water quench showing spherical 

precipitates along the grain boundary. The seven acids etch was used. 
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Lamellar precipitation of M23C6 has been seen in other superalloys such as alloy 800, IN690, and 

NIMONIC 80A [18, 20, 21].  It was speculated that the lamellar precipitate, formed during aging in 

IN740H, was M23C6.  TEM was used to verify this hypothesis. Figures 4.5(a) and 4.5(b) show a TEM 

bright field (BF) image and selected area diffraction pattern (SADP), respectively, of an IN740H sample 

aged for 10 hours at 800 °C. Because the SADP was taken with the electron beam parallel to the γ [001] 

direction, the cube-on-cube orientation relationship between M23C6 and the γ grain it lies in, [001]γ // 

[001]M23C6 and (020)γ // (020)M23C6, is readily apparent. Furthermore, the M23C6 spots (faint, smaller 

spacing) were used to calculate a lattice parameter of 1.076 nm using Equations 3.2 and 3.3. The lattice 

parameter calculated by TEM agrees well with that calculated by XRD, shown in Section 4.4 for M23C6, 

with the discrepancy between the two values arising from the fact that the TEM calculation considers 

only a few lamellae, while XRD considers a much larger population. The cube-on-cube orientation 

relationship and lattice parameter observed for the lamellar phase therefore confirm that the lamellar 

precipitate is indeed the Cr-rich M23C6 carbide. Additional discussion in Chapter 5, Section 5.5 provides 

evidence that M23C6 forms by a discontinuous cellular precipitation mechanism and examines the 

crystallography of precipitate growth. 

 

(a) 

 

 

 

 

(b) 

Figure 4.5 (a) BF TEM micrograph of the lamellar grain boundary precipitate in IN740H 

aged for 10 hours at 800 °C. (b) [001]γ/M23C6 SADP taken from the region 

indicated in (a) showing a cube-on-cube orientation relationship between the 

lamellar precipitates and their host γ grain. The observed orientation relationship 

and calculated lattice parameter confirm that the lamellar phase is the Cr-rich 

M23C6 carbide. 

 

After the aging study was completed on IN740H, the other three alloys were annealed using the 

heat treatments developed during the annealing study (Table 4.1), then aged at 800 °C for 1, 3, 10, and 30 

γ (220) 

γ (200) 

γ (020) 

M23C6 (020) 
M23C6 (200) 
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hours followed by a water quench in order to compare the microstructures of the materials.   After each 

aging treatment, the hardness values were measured.  Figure 4.6 shows the hardness versus aging time for 

all four alloys.  IN740, IN740H modified 1, and IN740H modified 2 did not display substantial 

differences in hardness values.  However, IN740H had slightly lower hardness values.  After 10 hours, all 

alloy hardness values remained constant independent of aging time.   

 

 

Figure 4.6 Hardness versus aging time for IN740, IN740H, IN740H modified 1, and 

IN740H modified 2 alloys aged at 800 °C. 

 

After aging, IN740, IN740H modified 1, and IN740H modified 2 all displayed increases in 

precipitation along the grain boundaries.  Figure 4.7 shows representative micrographs for the evolution 

of the IN740 microstructure after aging at 1, 3, 10, and 30 hours.  Figure 4.7 shows that with increasing 

aging time, the number of grain boundary precipitates increased.  Large blocky MX (where M = Ti or Nb 

and X = C or N) precipitates were also observed during the aging study; however, no change in the 

amount of MX precipitates seemed to occur with increasing aging times.  Figure 4.7(d) highlights MX 

precipitates.   

Figure 4.8 shows representative micrographs illustrating the evolution of the aged microstructures 

of IN740H modified 1.  Because the evolution of precipitates for the two modified materials was similar, 

only one set of representative images is shown.  As the aging time increased, the amount of precipitates 

increased, especially on the grain boundaries.  Some precipitates were spherical and similar to those in 

Figure 4.4 for IN740H.  In some cases, specifically in IN740H modified 2 (Figure 4.9), precipitates grew 
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into large clusters near the grain boundaries.  The precipitates shown along grain boundaries were 

identified to be M23C6.  Figure 4.8(d) shows evidence of MX precipitation.  MX precipitation did not 

seem to change with increasing aging time. 

 

 

 

(a) (b) 

 

 

(c) (d)  

Figure 4.7 Representative microstructures for IN740 aged for (a) 1, (b) 3, (c), 10, and (d) 30 

hours at 800 °C. Increased precipitation can be seen along grain boundaries with 

increasing annealing times.  Evidence of blocky precipitates (MX) is shown in 

part (d). 

4.3 Stress Rupture Life and Ductility 

IN740, IN740H, and the two modified IN740H alloys have been stress rupture tested at various 

stress levels at 760 ˚C.  Stress rupture tests were performed to identify stress levels at which the alloys 

would rupture at 1000 hours.  Figure 4.10 shows the stress rupture life data obtained for all alloys.  Out of 

the 4 alloys tested, IN740H displayed the lowest stress rupture life, IN740 and IN740H modified 1 have 

comparable stress rupture behaviors, and IN740H modified 2 has the highest stress rupture life over the 

range of stress levels.  Since IN740H modified 1 and modified 2 vary only in grain size, IN740H 

modified 2 likely has the longest stress rupture life for a given stress because of its larger grain size. One 

MX 
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stress rupture test of IN740H was performed at 223 MPa and lasted for only 219.3 hours but was an 

outlier with respect to the rest of the data and was discarded from analysis.  A test was rerun at the same 

stress level and lasted for 1067 hours.  Stress rupture data of IN740 obtained from Special Metals is also 

displayed in Figure 4.10.  The stress rupture data from Special Metals is slightly higher than the IN740 

samples that were tested in this study.  

 

  

(a) (b) 

  

(c) (d) 

Figure 4.8 Light micrographs of IN740H modified 1 aged at 800 °C for (a) 1 (b) 3 (c) 10 

and (d) 30 hours.  Increasing amounts of M23C6 are seen along grain boundaries 

with increasing annealing times.  Evidence of a blocky MX precipitate is shown 

in part (d). 

 

Table 4.2 shows the lowest stresses applied to each material, the corresponding stress 

rupture life at these stress levels, the predicted stress to obtain rupture at approximately 1000 

hours, and the expected life at 100 MPa.  The predicted stresses at 1000 hours and stress rupture 

lives at 100 MPa were obtained using equations of curves fit to the stress rupture data, which are 

shown in Table 4.3.  The stress rupture life at 100 MPa can be used to determine the adequacy 

of materials tested within AUSC boilers.  However, 1000 hour tests are the minimum stress 

rupture test typically used to extrapolate data to obtain rupture at 100 MPa, and discover 

MX 
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applicability of materials within AUSC boilers; shorter tests can skew long term data.  

Therefore, longer tests should be run before determining use of IN740, IN740H, and the 

IN740H modified alloys in AUSC boilers.  The differences in stress rupture behavior between 

the 4 alloys may be related to the difference in the microstructural evolution of certain 

precipitates, which will be discussed in the following chapter. 

 

 

Figure 4.9 740H modified 2 aged at 800 °C for 30 hours and water quenched showing a 

cluster of M23C6 precipitates that formed along the grain boundary. 

 

  

 

Figure 4.10 Stress (MPa) versus rupture life (hours) of IN740, IN740H, IN740H modified 1, 

and IN740H modified 2 at 760 ˚C. 
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The ductility of each material after stress rupture testing was determined by measuring the 

reduction in area (pct) in the necked region of each sample (ductility was also studied through damage 

analysis on selected stress rupture samples, which can be seen in Section 4.8).  Figure 4.12 shows the 

reduction in area as a function of time to rupture.  Although the reduction in area appears to be mostly 

independent of the rupture time, it is evident that the ductility for each alloy is different.  Out of the 4 

alloys tested, IN740H displays the lowest ductility, followed by IN740, IN740H modified 2, and IN740H 

modified 1. The differences in ductility are likely related to differences in precipitate formation and grain 

size, which will be discussed in the following chapter. 

 

Table 4.2 – Stresses applied to IN740, IN740H, and two modified IN740H alloys to obtain the 

rupture lives shown and the predicted stress for rupture at approximately 1000 hours. 

Material Stress 

(MPa) 

Time to  

Rupture (Hours) 

Predicted Stress  

at 1000 Hours 

(MPa) 

Predicted Stress 

Rupture Life at 

100 MPa (Hours) 

IN740 237 1007 237 0.263x10
6
 

IN740H 220 1067 222 0.374x10
6 

IN740H 

modified 1 

245 1323 252 1.96x10
6
 

IN740H 

modified 2 

269 924 267 1.42x10
6 

 

 

 

Table 4.3 – Equations fit to stress rupture data used to obtain a value for rupture at 1000 hours.  

Material Equation Fit to Stress Rupture Data 

IN740 ln(σ) = -0.155ln(t) + 6.538 

IN740H ln(σ) = -0.135ln(t) + 6.333 

IN740H modified 1 ln(σ) = -0.122ln(t) + 6.374 

IN740H modified 2 ln(σ) = -0.135ln(t) + 6.523 
 

 

4.4 Microstructural Evolution during Stress Rupture Testing 

During stress-rupture testing, IN740, IN740H, and the two modified IN740H alloys showed 

distinct microstructural evolutions.  After annealing, all materials begin with a structure containing the γ - 

matrix, secondary γ´ precipitates, and randomly dispersed MX ((Nb,Ti)C or TiN) precipitates.  During 

stress rupture testing, the alloys can precipitate Cr – rich M23C6, Si-rich (M6Ni16Si7) G-phase, η (Ni3Ti), 

and additional MX precipitates.  X-ray diffraction (XRD) of electrolytically extracted precipitates was 
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implemented to identify the precipitates present in the four alloys after creep rupture testing. These testing 

techniques provide additional verification of the precipitates beyond morphological comparisons to the 

literature.  For each of the four alloys, specimens from the longest creep rupture test and their 

corresponding interrupted test counterparts were subjected to electrolytic precipitate extraction and XRD 

analysis as described in Sections 3.6 and 3.7. This section describes precipitate evolution during stress 

rupture testing for all four alloys. 

 

Figure 4.11 Hardness (HRC) versus time to failure (hours) for the gauge and shoulder regions of 

IN740, IN740H, and the two modified IN740H alloys.  The solid symbols denote the 

shoulders of the stress rupture specimens, and the open symbols denote the gauge 

sections. 

 

Over the stress levels tested, IN740 displayed large increases in precipitation at stresses 

associated with the longer rupture times.  At high applied stresses and low rupture times, precipitates 

consisted of fine tertiary γ´ retained from the prior heat treatment and increased amounts of MX 

precipitates.  Grain boundaries typically showed little to no precipitation of M23C6 and G-phase.  

However, as exposure time during stress rupture testing increased, M23C6 and G-phase precipitates 

formed abundantly along grain boundaries.  Needle-like η (Ni3Ti) also forms in 740.  Evidence of η 

precipitation on very few grain boundaries was first discovered after stress rupture testing at 300 MPa for 

254 hours.  Figure 4.13 shows one of the few grain boundaries that displayed η precipitation in this 

sample.  At lower stresses and longer test times, η showed a large propensity to form.  In addition to η 

precipitation on grain boundaries, η also grew on twin boundaries and off MX precipitates.  Figure 4.14 

shows a field emission scanning electron microscope (FESEM) image of precipitation that occurred 

during stress rupture testing at 237 MPa for 1007 hours.  Figure 4.15 shows η formation on a twin 

boundary and on a MX precipitate.    

G 

G 
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Figure 4.12 Percent reduction in area, RA, (pct) as a function of time to rupture (hours).  IN740H 

modified 1 displays the highest RA followed by IN740H modified 2, IN740, and 

IN740H. 

 

 

Figure 4.13 Light micrograph of 740 stress rupture tested at 300 MPa for 254 hours.  This 

was the highest stress and shortest rupture time test that demonstrated η 

precipitation (arrows).  

 

The IN740 sample tested at 237 MPa for 1007 hours was subjected to electrolytic extraction and 

XRD analysis to verify precipitate identities in addition to morphological identification.  Figure 4.16 

shows that IN740 contained G phase, M23C6 (M = Cr), MC (M = (Nb,Ti)), and TiN precipitates. The 

needle-like η phase, identified by comparison with previous studies [2], was not observed using this 

technique, likely because the electrolyte used has been known to dissolve η phase.      

η 
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Figure 4.14 FESEM secondary electron image of precipitation that occurred in IN740 stress 

rupture tested at 237 MPa for 1007 hours.  Precipitation included: G-phase, 

M23C6, MX, and η. G-phase and M23C6 precipitates occurred along grain 

boundaries and η precipitation occurred along grain boundaries, in the middle of 

grains, and on twin boundaries.   

 

 

Figure 4.15 FESEM image of η precipitation, indicated by arrows, on a twin boundary and 

on a MX precipitate in IN740 stress rupture tested at 237 MPa for 1007 hours. 

   

 

Figure 4.16 XRD scan for electrolytic precipitate extractions of IN740 stress rupture tested 

at 237 MPa for 1007 hours. 

η 

MX 

M23C6 

and 

G-phase 

η 
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Like IN740, IN740H also showed a large tendency to form precipitates.  During the aging study, 

IN740H developed lamellar M23C6 precipitates along grain boundaries at short aging times.  Prior to 

stress rupture testing, each alloy was aged at 800 °C for 4 hours and water quenched.  Therefore, lamellar 

M23C6 precipitates along grain boundaries were already interspersed throughout the microstructure in 

IN740H prior to stress rupture testing.  The aging study showed that at longer aging times, lamellar M23C6 

became more abundant and eventually spheroidized.  The same phenomenon was observed with stress 

rupture tested samples.  At higher stresses and shorter times to rupture, a limited amount of lamellar and 

spheroidized M23C6 was observed along grain boundaries.  Figure 4.17 shows examples of lamellar and 

spheroidized M23C6 along grain boundaries in a stress rupture life sample tested at 235 MPa for 

591 hours.  During longer tests (lower applied stress), M23C6 was mostly spheroidized, and M23C6 began 

to grow along twin boundaries, although twin boundary precipitates did not adopt the same lamellar 

morphology and curved growth front as those observed on grain boundaries.  Figure 4.18 shows 

spheroidized M23C6 along a grain boundary and M23C6 along twin boundaries.  In addition to M23C6, MX 

precipitates also developed in IN740H and increased at longer exposures during stress rupture testing.  A 

cluster of MX precipitates is shown in Figure 4.19 from a stress rupture specimen tested at 220 MPa for 

1067 hours.   

In order to verify the precipitates, the IN740H sample stress rupture specimen tested at 220 MPa 

for 1067 hours was subjected to electrolytic extraction and XRD analysis.  Figure 4.20 shows that 

IN740H forms M23C6 (M = Cr), MC (M = Nb), and TiN precipitates during stress rupture tests. 

 

 

                              (a)                                                                                      (b) 

Figure 4.17 IN740H stress rupture tested at 235 MPa for 591 hours.  (a) Light optical 

micrograph of spheroidized M23C6 along a grain boundary.  (b) SEM image of 

lamellar M23C6.   
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(a) 

          

(b) 

Figure 4.18 Light optical micrographs of IN740H stress rupture tested at 220 MPa for 

1067 hours.  (a) Spheroidized M23C6 along a grain boundary and (b) M23C6 

precipitates along a twin boundary. 

 

 

Figure 4.19 Light micrograph of IN740H stress rupture tested at 220 MPa for 1067 hours.  

A cluster of MX precipitates is shown. 

 

IN740H modified 1 and modified 2 also displayed an increase in precipitation during stress 

rupture testing.  However, the increase in precipitation was small when compared to the other two alloys 

tested.  IN740H modified 1 and modified 2 precipitated M23C6 and MX during stress rupture testing.  At 

high stresses and short times to rupture, the microstructures of IN740H modified 1 and modified 2 were 

relatively clean with little to no observable precipitation of carbides.  Lamellar and spheroidized M23C6 

precipitation was first observed in IN740H modified 1 stress rupture tested at 299 MPa and 255 hours and 

in IN740H modified 2 stress rupture tested at 341 MPa for 163 hours.  Figure 4.21 shows examples of 

lamellar and spheroidized M23C6 precipitates.  Although evidence of lamellar M23C6 precipitation was 

seen in the modified alloys, the precipitation was significantly less than in IN740H, as there were very 

few boundaries with lamellar/spheroidized M23C6 precipitates.  Table 4.4 shows a summary table of 

precipitation during stress rupture testing for each alloy.  The modified alloys were also subjected to 

electrolytic extraction and XRD analysis to verify precipitates.  Figure 4.22 shows XRD scans of 
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electrolytically extracted precipitates for (a) IN740H modified 1 stress rupture tested at 245 MPa for 1323 

hours and (b) IN740H modified 2 stress rupture tested at 269 MPa for 924 hours.  XRD scans show that 

the modified alloys precipitated M23C6 (M = Cr), MC (M = Nb), and TiN precipitates. 

 

Figure 4.20 XRD scan for electrolytic precipitate extractions of IN740H creep rupture tested 

at 220 MPa for 1067 hours. 
 

           (a)      (b) 

Figure 4.21 Light optical micrograph of the IN740H modified alloys displaying evidence of 

lamellar and spheroidized M23C6 precipitation formed during stress rupture 

testing.  (a) IN740H modified 1 stress rupture tested at 299 MPa for 255 hours 

and (b) IN740H modified 2 stress rupture tested at 341 MPa for 163 hours. 

 

Table 4.4 – Summary of precipitation observed in IN740, IN740H, and two modified IN740H 

alloys after stress rupture testing 

Material G-Phase η M23C6 MX 

IN740 Yes Yes Yes Yes 

IN740H No No Yes – Lamellar 

and Spheroidized 

Yes 

IN740H 

modified 1 

No No Yes – Lamellar 

and Spheroidized 

Yes 

IN740H 

modified 2 

No No Yes – Lamellar 

and Spheroidized 

Yes 
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   (a)           (b) 

Figure 4.22 XRD scans of electrolytically extracted precipitates from (a) IN740H modified 

1 stress rupture tested at 245 MPa for 1323 hours and (b) IN740H modified 2 

stress rupture tested at 269 MPa for 924 hours.  Both scans indicate that the 

modified alloys precipitated M23C6 (M = Cr), MC (M = Nb), and TiN 

precipitates during stress rupture testing. 

 

4.5 Interrupted Stress Rupture Tests – Microstructural Evolution 

Interrupted stress rupture tests were performed in order to characterize the precipitate evolution 

during stress rupture testing.  Interrupted tests were performed at the lowest stress levels for half the time 

to rupture.   

The interrupted test for IN740 was performed at 237 MPa for 503 hours.  The precipitates 

observed after interrupted testing were the same precipitates seen after stress rupture testing to failure at 

237 MPa and 1007 hours (M23C6, MX, G-phase, and η).  Precipitates were verified using XRD analysis of 

electrolytically extracted precipitates.  Figure 4.23 displays the XRD scan of the interrupted test 

performed on IN740.  Although there was evidence of η precipitation during the interrupted test, the 

amount was very small when compared to the amount after testing to failure at 237 MPa.  Figure 4.24 

shows a representative image of the microstructure after interrupted testing; G-phase, M23C6 precipitation 

on grain boundaries, large blocky MX precipitates, and η are present.  

The interrupted test for IN740H was performed at 220 MPa for 534 hours.  The type and amount 

of precipitation that occurred during the interrupted test was the same as the IN740H sample tested to 

failure.  As expected, precipitation in IN740H was extensive.  Lamellar and spherical M23C6 precipitates 

covered most grain boundaries.  Like the sample tested at 220 MPa for 1067 hours to failure, M23C6 

precipitates also formed along twin boundaries.  Figure 4.25(a) shows M23C6 precipitates along several 

grain boundaries.  Figure 4.25(b) shows M23C6 precipitation occurring on annealing twin boundaries.  MC 

and TiN precipitates also seemed to increase in quantity during the interrupted test.  Precipitates were 
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verified using XRD analysis of the IN740H interrupted sample.  Figure 4.26 shows the XRD scan of the 

IN740H interrupted sample. 

 

 

Figure 4.23 XRD scan for electrolytic precipitate extraction of IN740 interrupted stress 

rupture tested at 237 MPa for 503 hours. 

 

 

 

Figure 4.24 Light micrograph of IN740 interrupted stress rupture test at 237 MPa for 503 hours.  

Precipitates that developed include M23C6 and G-phase along grain boundaries, η, 

and MX.  Each precipitate is labeled on the micrograph.  

 

The two modified alloys were interrupted at 662 hours at 245 MPa (IN740H modified 1) and 

463 hours at 269 MPa (IN740H modified 2).  After both tests, the precipitates that developed were 

M23C6 and MC/TiN. Figure 4.27 displays the electrolytic extraction XRD scans of (a) IN740H 

modified 1 tested at 245 MPa for 662 hours and (b) IN740H modified 2 tested at 269 MPa for 463 

hours.  Figure 4.28 shows the limited extent of lamellar M23C6 precipitation that occurred in IN740H 

η 

MX 

M23C6 and 
G-phase 
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modified 1 (a) and IN740H modified 2 (b).  The same type of precipitates developed during the 

interrupted stress rupture tests as with the specimens tested to failure at the same stress.  However, 

the amount of precipitation in the modified alloys that occurred during the interrupted tests was less 

than after the samples were tested to failure.  Furthermore, the amount of precipitation in the 

modified alloys was small compared to the lamellar precipitation seen in the IN740H after stress 

rupture testing. 

 

    

(a)                                                                             (b) 

Figure 4.25 Light micrograph of IN740H interrupted stress rupture test performed at 220 MPa for 534 

hours.  (a) Extensive lamellar M23C6 precipitation along grain boundaries and (b) M23C6 

precipitation along twin boundaries.  Arrows point to M23C6 precipitation along twin 

boundaries. 
 

 

Figure 4.26 XRD scan of IN740H interrupted stress rupture tested at 220 MPa for 533.5 

  hours.   

 

The XRD scans for the to-failure tests of IN740 and IN740H (Figures 4.16 and 4.20) 

were used to calculate lattice parameters for the identified precipitates; precipitate lattice 

parameters in IN740H modified 1 and 2 were not analyzed because the observed phases were 
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identical to IN740H, and the peaks in the two modified alloys were not always as clearly 

identified in the HighScore software as those in IN740H. Lattice parameters (a) were calculated 

for non-overlapping peaks (dhkl) using Equation 3.3 and then averaged to obtain a single lattice 

parameter value for each phase. The peaks used for each phase, the calculated lattice parameters, 

and standard deviations associated with averaging over the indicated peaks for each phase are 

reported in Table 4.5. 

 

               

                                   (a)                                                                              (b) 

Figure 4.27 XRD scans of interrupted tests of (a) IN740H modified 1 at 245 MPa for  

  662 hours and (b) IN740H modified 2 at 269 MPa for 463 hours. 
 

 

       

                                           (a)                                                                   (b) 

Figure 4.28 Evidence of lamellar M23C6 precipitation in (a) IN740H modified 1 interrupted 

stress rupture test at 245 MPa for 534 hours and (b) IN740H modified 2 

interrupted stress rupture test at 269 MPa for 462 hours.  Interrupted stress 

rupture tests of modified materials showed small amounts of precipitation and 

very limited amounts of lamellar precipitation. A seven acids etch was used. 
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Table 4.5 – Calculated average lattice parameters and standard deviations for precipitates in 

stress rupture specimens of IN740 and IN740H tested to failure. All phases reported have an FCC 

crystal structure. 

Material Phase Lattice Parameter (Å) Peaks Used 

IN740 

G 11.215 ± 0.006 
222, 422, 511, 440, 531, 

600 

Cr23C6 10.636 ± 0.003 420, 333, 440, 531 

(NbTi)C 4.406 ± 0.001 111, 200 

TiN 4.243 200 

IN740H 

Cr23C6 10.631 ± 0.003 420, 422, 333, 440, 531 

NbC 4.400 ± 0.002 111, 200, 220 

TiN 4.240 200 
 

 

4.6 Stress Rupture Damage Modes 

 Under high temperature stress-rupture conditions, at relatively low strains to failure, intergranular 

cracking typically originates in two distinct ways: wedge cracks at triple-point grain junctions or the 

nucleation, growth, and link-up of grain boundary cavities.  Stress rupture tests were conducted on IN740, 

IN740H, and the two modified IN740H alloys at stresses between 220 and 400 MPa.  All samples 

displayed intergranular fracture through either grain boundary wedge cracks, grain boundary cavities, or a 

mixture of both failure modes. Also, cavities occurred predominately on grain boundaries normal to the 

tensile axis.  All micrographs in this section were developed through sectioning samples in half such that 

the tensile axis is vertical and images shown are parallel to the tensile axis. 

 IN740 was tested at stresses between 237 and 400 MPa.  During stress rupture testing, 

intergranular cracking occurred through grain boundary cavities.  At high stresses and short times to 

rupture, where precipitation that occurred during testing was minimal, the main type of damage was 

cavity formation on grain boundaries.  Figure 4.29 shows examples of cavities that formed on grain 

boundaries after stress rupture testing at a relatively high stress of 300 MPa (rupture time of 254 hours).  

With increasing precipitation, cavities formed preferentially adjacent to precipitates on grain boundaries 

or in the matrix.  Figure 4.30 shows cavity formation on the interface between the matrix and η 

precipitates (Figure 4.30(a)) and MX precipitates (Figure 4.30(b)) on grain boundaries.  Multiple cavities 

formed on grain boundaries (Figure 4.31 (a)).  Over time, these cavities linked up and formed cracks 

along one or more grain boundaries, which is shown in Figure 4.31(b).  In addition to cavitation, 

precipitates could crack.  Precipitate cracking occurs predominantly on MX precipitates (Figure 4.32).   
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                                  (a)                                                                             (b) 

Figure 4.29 Light optical micrographs showing examples of cavities that formed along grain 

boundaries in IN740 stress rupture tested at 300 MPa and 254 hours. The tensile 

axis is vertical and samples are imaged parallel to the tensile axis. A seven acids 

etch was used. Cavities are highlighted by arrows.  

 

      

(a) (b) 

Figure 4.30 Light micrographs of IN740 stress rupture tested at 242 MPa for 897 hours.  

Cavity formation can be seen along the matrix/precipitate interface on the grain 

boundary of (a) η precipitates and (b) an MX precipitate. The tensile axis is 

vertical and samples are imaged parallel to the tensile axis. A seven acids etch 

was used. 

 

IN740H samples were tested at stresses ranging from 220 to 350 MPa.  At high stresses 

and short times to failure, cracking was extensive, and occurred through cavity formation 

preferentially around lamellar M23C6 precipitates; the cracks linked up along the curved growth 

front of the precipitate that develops during growth of the precipitate colony.  Figure 4.33 shows 

an example of these cavities formed during a stress rupture test performed at a high stress, 

286 MPa, lasting for 169 hours.  At lower stresses and longer times to failure, the damage 

mechanism did not change.  Cracks along grain boundaries were initiated by cavities forming 

preferentially around M23C6 lamellar precipitates and extending across grain boundaries.  

Figure 4.34 shows cracking in IN740H stress rupture tested at 220 MPa for 1067 hours. 
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                                    (a)                                                                                (b) 

Figure 4.31 Light optical micrographs of IN740 stress rupture tested at 237 MPa for 

1007 hours.  (a) Several cavities forming on grain boundaries.  (b) A grain 

boundary where cavities linked up and extended across multiple grain 

boundaries. The tensile axis is vertical and samples are imaged parallel to the 

tensile axis. A seven acids etch was used.  

 

 

Figure 4.32 FESEM image showing cracking through a MX precipitate in IN740 stress 

rupture test at 237 MPa for 1007 hours. A cavity can also be seen on the grain 

boundary.  A circle highlights the crack through the MX precipitate and an 

arrow highlights the cavity on the grain boundary. The tensile axis is vertical 

and samples are imaged parallel to the tensile axis. A seven acids etch was used. 

 

During stress rupture testing, IN740H modified 1 and 2 displayed both cavitation and 

wedge cracking.  Because IN740H modified 1 and 2 have approximately the same composition 

(with differing grain sizes), and displayed the same failure mechanisms, IN740H modified 1 will 

be used to describe the modes of failure.  At high stresses and short times to rupture, wedge 

cracking at grain boundary triple point junctions was the dominant mechanism of damage, 

although cavities along grain boundaries and precipitates did occur.  Figure 4.35 shows wedge 

cracking (a) and cavity formation along grain boundaries (b) in IN740H modified 1 tested at 

343 MPa and 80 hours.  As stresses decreased and times to rupture increased, the mechanism of 

failure became mixed between wedge cracking and cavity formation and link up along grain 
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boundaries and precipitates.  At the lowest stress (220 MPa) and longest time to rupture 

(1067 hours), wedge cracking was rare, but still occurred, in the tested material.  Furthermore, 

the modified materials exhibited the formation of lamellar M23C6 precipitates.  However, as 

opposed to the cavitation seen in IN740H, cavities around the lamellar M23C6 in the modified 

materials formed along the curved growth front of the lamellar precipitate (Figure 4.36 (b)) as 

well as the original boundary where precipitation first occurred (Figure 4.36 (a)).  In IN740H, 

cavities only occurred along the curved growth front formed by the precipitation of lamellar 

M23C6.  Cavities also developed on grain boundaries that were not necessarily associated with 

observable precipitates.  Figure 4.37 shows several cavities on a relatively precipitate-free grain 

boundary.  Furthermore, as seen with the other materials, cavities could link up and extend along 

grain boundaries (Figure 4.38). 

 

Figure 4.33 Light optical micrograph of IN740H stress rupture test at 286 MPa for 

169 hours, which is a relatively high stress level.  This image shows cavity 

formation, growth, and link up of cavities along a grain boundary exhibiting 

lamellar M23C6 precipitation. The tensile axis is vertical and samples are imaged 

parallel to the tensile axis. A seven acids etch was used. 

 

 

Figure 4.34  Light optical micrograph of IN740H stress rupture tested at the lowest stress 

level, 220 MPa, for 1067 hours.  Cracking occurs due to cavity formation and 

link-up around lamellar M23C6 precipitates.  Evidence of lamellar M23C6 along 

the grain boundary is highlighted by an arrow. The tensile axis is vertical and 

samples are imaged parallel to the tensile axis. A seven acids etch was used. 
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                                             (a)                                                                       (b) 

Figure 4.35 Light optical micrographs of IN740H Modified 1 stress rupture tested at 

343 MPa for 80 hours.  Part (a) shows wedge cracking, the predominant fracture 

mode, and (b) cavity formation along precipitates on grain boundaries.  The 

tensile axis is vertical and samples are imaged parallel to the tensile axis. A 

seven acids etch was used. A wedge crack and cavities are highlighted by 

arrows. 

 

              

                                      (a)                                                                                 (b) 

 

Figure 4.36 Light optical micrographs of IN740H modified 1 stress rupture tested at 245 MPa for 

1067 hours. Part (a) shows cavity formation associated with lamellar M23C6 

precipitation on the original grain boundary.  Part (b) shows cavity formation along 

lamellar M23C6 on the curved growth front. The tensile axis is vertical and samples are 

imaged parallel to the tensile axis. A seven acids etch was used. Cavities are highlighted 

by arrows in (a). 

 

All materials displayed either wedge cracking at triple point junctions, nucleation, growth, and 

link-up of grain boundaries cavities, or a mixture of both mechanisms.  Table 4.6 presents a summary 

table of creep rupture fracture modes at high, intermediate, and low stresses.  In order to characterize 

damage evolution, interrupted tests were performed at the lowest stress level at half the time to failure. 
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Figure 4.37 Light optical micrograph of IN740H modified 1 stress rupture test at 245 MPa for 1323 

hours showing grain boundary cavitation. The tensile axis is vertical and samples are 

imaged parallel to the tensile axis. A seven acids etch was used. 
 

Table 4.6 – Summary of damage mechanisms at low, intermediate, and high stresses during creep 

rupture testing for three alloys. IN740H modified 2 behaves similarly to IN740H modified 1. 

Material Stress 

(MPa) 

Time to Rupture (Hours) Damage Mechanisms 

IN740 394 42 Grain boundary (g.b) cavities 

300 254 G.b. cavities 

 

237 

 

1007 

G.b. cavities, g.b. cavities adjacent to 

eta and MX precipitates, cracks through 

MX precipitates 

IN740H 343 53 G.b. cavities adjacent to lamellar 

precipitate  

235 591 G.b. cavities adjacent to lamellar 

precipitate  

220 1067 G.b. cavities adjacent to lamellar 

precipitate  

IN740H  

modified 1 

341 80 Wedge cracking 

298 473 Wedge cracking, g.b. cavities 

245 1323 Wedge cracking, g.b. cavities, and g.b. 

cavities adjacent to lamellar M23C6 

precipitates 

 

4.7 Interrupted Stress Rupture Tests – Damage Evolution 

In order to investigate damage evolution, all materials were subjected to interrupted stress 

rupture tests.  All tests were performed for half the time to rupture at 760 ºC at the lowest stress level.   
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Figure 4.38 Light optical micrograph of IN740H modified 1 stress rupture test at 245 MPa 

for 1323 hours.  Cracking along a grain boundary due to link up of grain 

boundary cavities is shown. The tensile axis is vertical and samples are imaged 

parallel to the tensile axis. A seven acids etch was used. 

 

 
The interrupted test for IN740 was performed at 237 MPa for 503 hours.  The damage observed 

during this part of the test was not extensive compared to the damage seen after testing to failure.  

Figure 4.39(a) shows that very few grain boundary cavities developed.  Figures 4.39(a) and 4.3(b) show 

that in addition to grain boundary cavities, a few MX precipitates were cracked.  It is also important to 

note that precipitation was not extensive in the interrupted test, as described in Section 4.5. 

 

 

(a) (b) 

Figure 4.39 Light optical micrographs of IN740 interrupted stress rupture tested at 237 MPa 

for 503 hours.  (a) Shows evidence of grain boundary cavities and cracking on a 

MX precipitate (b) shows a crack through a MX precipitate. The tensile axis is 

vertical and samples are imaged parallel to the tensile axis. A seven acids etch 

was used. 

 

The interrupted test for IN740H was performed at 220 MPa for 533 hours.  In contrast to IN740, 

damage observed in the interrupted test for IN740H was extensive.  Damage seen during the interrupted 
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test was similar to what was seen after testing to failure.  Figure 4.40 shows several cavities formed 

around lamellar M23C6 precipitates. Furthermore, Figure 4.41(a) shows that cavities have formed 

extensively along grain boundaries.  Figure 4.41(b) shows that several cavities have already begun to link 

up along entire grain boundaries. 

 

 

Figure 4.40 Light optical micrograph of IN740H interrupted stress rupture test at 220 MPa 

for 533 hours.  Evidence of cavities forming along lamellar M23C6 precipitates. 

The tensile axis is vertical and samples are imaged parallel to the tensile axis. A 

seven acids etch was used. 

 

                    

                                              (a)                                                                       (b) 

Figure 4.41 Light optical micrograph of IN740H interrupted stressed rupture test at 220 MPa for 533 

hours.  (a) Several cavities along a grain boundary and (b) cavity link up along an entire 

grain boundary. The tensile axis is vertical and samples are imaged parallel to the tensile 

axis. A seven acids etch was used. 
 

The modified alloys were interrupted at 245 MPa after 662 hours (IN740H modified 1) and 269 

MPa after 462 hours (IN740H modified 2).  Out of the alloys tested, the modified alloys showed the least 

amount of damage during the interrupted tests; it was rare to see any evidence of damage in either 

material.  Figure 4.42 shows evidence of a rare grain boundary cavity in IN740H modified 1.  Damage 

that occurred after stress rupture testing to failure and interrupted stress rupture testing is linked to 

precipitation and is discussed in the following chapter. 
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Figure 4.42 Light optical micrograph of IN740H modified 1 interrupted stress rupture test at  

  245 MPa and 661.5 hours.  Small grain boundary cavities are circled. The tensile axis is 

  vertical  and samples are imaged parallel to the tensile axis. A seven acids etch was used. 
 

 

4.8 Stress Rupture Damage Analysis 

In order to further assess ductility and stress rupture data, representative samples from the four 

materials were subjected to damage analysis.  The samples chosen for further damage analysis were: 

IN740 tested at 242 MPa for 897 hours, IN740H tested at 235 MPa for 591 hours, IN740H modified 1 

tested at 284 MPa for 400 hours, and IN740H modified 2 tested at 298 MPa for 473 hours.  Damage 

analysis was done through sectioning samples parallel to the loading axis at their midplane.  All 

metallography was performed on unetched samples.  Subsequent images were taken from 0 to 4.2 mm 

away from the fracture surface using five fields of view per depth range.  The results of this study were 

obtained using the procedure described in Section 3.8 of the Experimental Methods chapter.   

The fracture specimen profiles of each sample were imaged using a Nikon D70 camera.  

Figure 4.43 shows the profiles prior to sectioning.  Figure 4.43 shows that initial lengths from the fracture 

surface to the shoulder are different for each material.  The fracture to shoulder section of  IN740 tested at 

242 MPa for 897 hours (Figure 4.43(a)) is the smallest of the four samples subjected to damage analysis.  

For this sample, the distance from the fracture to the shoulder is 4.2 mm.  In order to maintain consistency 

and compare the same damaged regions of each stress rupture tested material, analysis for each material 

was done from 0 to 4.2 mm away from the fracture surface.   

Samples were imaged using a light optical microscope.  The five ranges used to image damage 

away from the fracture surface were: 0 – 0.99 mm, 0.99 mm – 1.99 mm, 1.99 mm – 2.99 mm, 2.99 mm – 

3.99 mm, and 3.99 – 4.99 mm.  Five fields of view were used per depth range, and the percentage of 

damage was calculated using grid intersections.  Figure 3.8 shows a schematic of the procedure used to 

obtain the percentage of damage and Figure 3.9 shows an example of the grid used. Figure 4.44 displays 

examples of the unetched samples of (a) IN740, (b) IN740H, (c) IN740H modified 1, and (d) IN740H 
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modified 2 used to obtain the percent of damage in the materials in the range 0 – 0.99 mm away from the 

fracture surface. The damages seen in Figure 4.44 are all along grain boundaries normal to the tensile 

axis.  The micrographs shown in Figure 4.44 display artifacts that look similar to pits.  However, these 

artifacts are in fact MX precipitates or clusters of MX precipitates.  Figure 4.45 shows higher 

magnification images of these MX precipitates in (a) IN740, (b) IN740H, (c) IN740H modified 1, and (d) 

IN740H modified 2.  Figure 4.45(d) also shows a higher magnification image of a cavity along a grain 

boundary.  Because these artifacts were determined to be MX precipitates, intersections between the grid 

and MX precipitates were not counted as damage.   

 

 

 

(a) 

 

(b) 

 

(c) 

 

(d) 

Figure 4.43 Nikon D70 images of the profiles chosen for damage analysis of (a) IN740 

  stress rupture tested at 242 MPa for 897 hours, (b) IN740H stress rupture tested 

  at 235 MPa for 591 hours, (c) IN740H modified 1 stress rupture tested at 284 

  MPa for 400 hours, and (d) IN740H modified 2 stress rupture tested at 298 MPa 

  473 hours.  The samples shown were subsequently sectioned parallel to the 

  loading axis at the midplane. 

 

Figure 4.46 summarizes the percent damage vs. depth from fracture surface results obtained from 

the damage study. IN740H displayed the most damage out of the four materials tested.  Close to the 

fracture surface, the percent of damage was around 11 pct and only fell slightly to 8 pct at 4.2 mm away 

from the fracture surface.  IN740 displayed the next highest amount of damage adjacent to the fracture 

surface at 7 pct of damage.  However, most of the damage was accumulated near the fracture and a large 
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drop is seen (almost no damage) in IN740H further away from the fracture surface.  IN740H modified 2 

displays the next highest amount of damage at 5 pct nearest to the fracture surface and drops to 2 pct 

closer to the shoulder (still showing damage at distances further away from the fracture).  Finally IN740H 

modified 2 displays the lowest amount of damage beginning at 3 pct and dropping to 1.5 pct closer to the 

shoulder of the specimen.  The results of the damage analysis study can be correlated to the ductility 

response shown Section 4.3, Figure 4.12.  This correlation will be discussed in the following chapter.  

 

 

(a) 

 

(b) 

 

(c) 

 

(d) 

Figure 4.44 Light optical micrographs of (a) IN740 stress rupture tested at 242 MPa for 897 hours, 

  (b) IN740H stress rupture tested at 235 MPa for 591 hours, (c) IN740H modified 1 

  stress rupture tested at 284 MPa for 400 hours, and (d) IN740H modified 2 stress  

  rupture tested at 298 MPa for 473 hours.  Micrographs shown for each material were 

  taken in the range 0 – 0.99 mm away from the point of fracture.  The tensile axis is 

  vertical and damage is seen along grain boundaries normal to the tensile axis.  Pit-like 

  artifacts are MX precipitates. 

 

4.9 Deformation Assisted Precipitation 

After stress rupture testing, some materials showed signs of deformation-assisted precipitation.  
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The materials that exhibited deformation assisted precipitation were IN740 and the two modified 

IN740H alloys.  With respect to IN740, deformation assisted precipitation was especially evident with 

the precipitation of η.  The gauge section contained more η precipitates than the shoulder section.  

Figure 4.47 shows micrographs of a IN740 specimen stress rupture tested at 242 MPa for 897 hours.  

Figure 4.47(a) displays the gauge section of the specimen, whereas Figure 4.47(b) displays a 

representative microstructure for the shoulder part of the specimen.  It can clearly be seen that η 

precipitation is much more extensive in the gauge section of the specimen, suggesting deformation 

assisted precipitation.  No η precipitates were observed within the grain boundaries or on twin 

boundaries in the specimen from the shoulder, and there were very few grain boundaries displaying η 

precipitation.  

 

 

(a) 

 

(b) 

 

(c) 

 

(d) 

Figure 4.45 Light optical micrographs of (a) IN740 stress rupture tested at 242 MPa for 897 hours, 

  (b) IN740H stress rupture tested at 235 MPa for 591 hours, (c) IN740H modified 1 

  stress rupture tested at 284 MPa for 400 hours, and (d) IN740H modified 2 stress  

  rupture tested at 298 MPa for 473 hours.  MX precipitates are shown.  The tensile axis 

  is vertical. 

 

Cavity 

MX 
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Deformation assisted precipitation was more significant in the modified alloys with regards to 

the precipitation of lamellar M23C6.  In the shoulder sections of the stress rupture tested samples, no 

evidence of lamellar M23C6 precipitation was seen.  Figure 4.48 shows representative micrographs of 

the (a) gauge and (b) shoulder regions of a IN740H modified 1 specimen stress rupture tested at 245 

MPa for 1323 hours. Figure 4.48(a) shows evidence of lamellar M23C6 precipitation in the gauge 

length.  Figure 4.48(b) shows significantly less precipitation along grain boundaries in the shoulder 

section than the gauge section counterpart. With respect to IN740H, deformation-assisted precipitation 

could not be verified because it precipitates extensively in both the gauge and shoulder sections prior to 

stress rupture testing. 

 

Figure 4.46 Percent of damage versus the distance from the fracture surface for all alloys. 

                                                                                    

(a)                     (b) 

Figure 4.47 Representative light optical micrographs of the (a) gauge and (b) shoulder sections of 

IN740 stress rupture test at 242 MPa for 897 hours.  The η phase forms excessively 

in the gauge section of the sample.  Little to no precipitation of η is seen in the 

shoulder of the specimen. Arrows highlight η formation in (a).   
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(a) (b) 

Figure 4.48 Representative light optical micrographs of the (a) gauge and (b) shoulder sections of 

IN740H modified 1 stress rupture test at 245 MPa for 1323 hours.  Lamellar M23C6 

precipitation developed in the gauge section, but not in the shoulder.  An arrow 

highlights the lamellar M23C6 formation in (a).  The tensile axis is vertical and 

samples are imaged parallel to the tensile axis. A seven acids etch was used. 
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CHAPTER 5: DISCUSSION 

 

 

This chapter discusses the experimental results of aging, stress rupture life, and ductility of IN740 

and its derivatives.  Experimental results are correlated to grain size, precipitation, mechanisms of 

damage, and compositions of the materials.  The mechanism of growth for lamellar M23C6 by 

discontinuous cellular precipitation is also presented and discussed.     

5.1 Compositional Effects on Precipitation 

Section 4.4 showed that the microstructural evolution during high temperature exposure and 

stress rupture testing was different in IN740, IN740H, and the two modified IN740H alloys.  Each alloy 

precipitated all or some of the following phases: G-phase, M23C6, MX, and η, shown in Table 4.4 in the 

previous section. The composition of each alloy is directly related to the kind of precipitation observed 

after annealing, aging, and stress rupture testing.  Section 2.3.2 documented a study done on the 

microstructure of IN740 during creep testing by N.D. Evans et al. [12] and Table 2.5 displayed the 

measured metallic component compositions of precipitates formed during creep tested IN740 according 

to their study [12].  Although these compositions are specific to the nominal composition of IN740 used 

in their study (Table 2.4), the main components that make up each precipitate can be ascertained from 

Table 2.5.  In order to compare the chemistries used in this study to the work done by Evans et al., refer 

to Table 3.1 which shows compositions of IN740, IN740H, and the modified IN740H alloys. 

When compared to the other alloys in the present study, IN740 contains the most C, Si, Nb, and 

Ti. IN740 precipitated M23C6 (M=Cr), G-phase, MC (M=(Nb,Ti)), TiN, and η.  Table 2.5 shows η is rich 

in Ti and Nb.  Therefore, η formation should be enhanced in alloys with high Ti and Nb contents.  As 

shown in the previous chapter, IN740 was the only alloy with η precipitation after stress rupture testing.  

This is consistent with the composition of IN740 seen in Table 3.1, where IN740 has the highest amount 

of Ti and Nb, both of which would promote the growth of η.  In addition to η, IN740 was the only alloy to 

precipitate G-phase.  Table 2.5 shows that G phase has large amounts of Ni, Si, Nb, and Co.  The 

precipitation of G-phase is consistent with the composition of IN740, because G phase is Si-rich and 

IN740 has more than twice the Si of the other alloys used in the study.   

IN740H and the two modified alloys have similar compositions except IN740H has twice the C 

content and a third of the B content compared to the two modified alloys.  All other differences in 
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composition are negligible. There are minimal compositional differences between the modified alloys, 

although IN740H modified 2 has a larger grain size than modified 1.  Lamellar M23C6 (M=Cr), MC 

(M=Nb), and TiN precipitated in IN740H and the two IN740H modified alloys.  In these alloys, the Ti 

content is lower, decreasing the likelihood of η formation.  The lower Si content in these three alloys also 

apparently eliminated G-phase precipitation.  The increased amount of B and decreased amount of C in 

the modified alloys has a large effect on the amount of precipitation in the modified alloys.  Whereas 

IN740H had a large propensity to form extensive amounts of lamellar M23C6, similar precipitation did not 

occur in the modified alloys until after stress rupture testing for extensive periods of time.  One possible 

reason for the delayed precipitation of lamellar M23C6 is the increased amount of B in the modified alloys.  

Adding B (in the modified alloys) can stabilize grain boundaries, lowering grain boundary energy and 

potential for precipitates to nucleate. Also, B may lower the grain boundary mobility, which retards 

discontinuous cellular precipitate growth. Lowering the amount of C also decreases the amount of 

precipitation because M23C6 formation requires supersaturation of C.  The amount and type of 

precipitation that occurred affected the stress rupture life and ductility for each alloy.  The effect of 

precipitation on stress rupture and ductility are discussed in the next two sections. 

5.2 Stress Rupture Life  

This section discusses the results obtained from stress rupture testing on IN740, IN740H, and the 

two modified IN740H alloys.  Stress rupture data is correlated to precipitation, mechanisms of damage, 

and grain size. 

Figure 4.10 showed that in terms of stress rupture life, IN740H modified 2 performs the best 

followed by IN740H modified 1 and IN740, which performed similarly, and IN740H.  The performance 

of each alloy is directly linked to the precipitation that occurred either during aging prior to stress rupture 

testing or in-situ during stress rupture testing.   

IN740H had the lowest stress rupture life out of the four materials tested.  This material formed 

extensive amounts of lamellar M23C6 during aging treatments prior to stress rupture testing as shown in 

Figure 4.3.  This lamellar growth of M23C6 is consistent with cellular precipitation, which will be 

explained at the end of this chapter.  Cellular precipitation has been known to reduce the stress rupture 

life of materials [20].   

Section 4.6 described the types of damage caused by the stress rupture conditions.  In IN740H, 

damage was initiated by the nucleation, growth, and link-up of grain boundary cavities that formed 

adjacent to lamellar M23C6.  Cavities form in stress rupture tested materials due to precipitation at grain 

boundaries.  Damage can occur due to either dislocation pile-ups at particle/matrix interfaces or grain 

boundary sliding impeded by precipitates at grain boundaries.  This phenomenon was discussed the 
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Section 2.2.2 in mechanisms of creep damage.  There are several arguments for why the precipitation of 

lamellar M23C6 caused extensive damage in IN740H during stress-rupture testing.  During the nucleation 

and continued growth of M23C6 precipitates, grain boundaries are pushed out and the original grain 

boundary becomes bowed.  (This phenomenon will be discussed in more detail in the cellular 

precipitation section at the end of this chapter.)  As these precipitates grow, cellular M23C6 precipitates 

can become quite large in size.  Cavities can nucleate at precipitate/matrix boundaries because of the 

stress concentration at precipitate/matrix interfaces. Furthermore, as Cr-rich M23C6 precipitates grow, γ' 

free zones develop around M23C6 precipitates weakening the microstructure locally.  Figure 5.1 shows an 

example of γ´ free zones created by M23C6 precipitation in IN740H aged for 10 hours at 800 °C.  The 

bowed boundary is the new grain boundary since it has migrated in the direction of precipitate growth.  

Precipitation of lamellar M23C6 extends across entire grain boundaries.  Because precipitates and γ' free 

zones act as nucleation sites for cavities, several cavities form along grain boundaries with lamellar 

precipitation.  These precipitates are close in proximity, making it easy for cavities to link-up and extend 

across bowed boundaries formed by lamellar M23C6 precipitation.  Figure 5.2 shows a FESEM image of 

damage associated with M23C6 precipitation in IN740H stress rupture life tested at 235 MPa for 591 

hours.  This image shows extensive lamellar M23C6 precipitation along a grain boundary. 

 

 

Figure 5.1 Bright field TEM micrograph of a grain boundary displaying cellular M23C6 

precipitation in IN740H aged at 800 °C for 10 hours.  The γ´ free zones 

associated with the precipitation of M23C6 are highlighted with arrows.   

 

It was shown that IN740H precipitated cellular M23C6 during aging treatments (Figure 4.3).  

Because M23C6 had already formed extensively prior to stress rupture testing, large stress concentrations 
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were already in place throughout the microstructure of IN740H for the duration of stress rupture testing.  

The effect of early lamellar M23C6 precipitation can be seen in the interrupted tests performed at 220 MPa 

for 533 hours at 760 °C; approximately half the stress-rupture life at that stress level (Section 4.7, Figures 

4.40 and 4.41).  Extensive damage had already occurred in the IN740H interrupted sample, whereas the 

other three alloys exhibited minimal damage in the interrupted tests.  In the other alloys, the 

microstructures were still evolving at their half-lives, i.e. beginning to precipitate either η (IN740) or 

lamellar M23C6 (modified alloys).  XRD analysis also confirmed that precipitation during interrupted 

testing in IN740 and the modified alloys was substantially less than IN740H.  Because there were few 

precipitates to act as stress concentration sites for cavities to form, less damage was seen in the 

interrupted tests for IN740 and the modified alloys.   

 

 

Figure 5.2 FESEM image of IN740H stress rupture specimen at 235 MPa for 591 hours.   

  Cavity nucleation, growth, and link-up along the bowed boundary of a lamellar  

  M23C6 colony is highlighted. A seven acids etch was used.   

 

The damage that occurred in IN740 was also directly related to precipitation.  IN740 developed 

several different types of precipitates including: G-phase, (non-lamellar) M23C6, η, and MX.  Fracture 

during stress rupture testing was initiated by cavities that formed along grain boundaries adjacent to 

precipitates.  The precipitates that seemed to have the most pronounced effect on damage evolution were 

η and G-phase.  It was originally thought that η precipitation was harmful to the stress rupture properties 

of the material because η precipitation causes γ´ free zones, creating locally weak regions in the 

microstructure that could initiate damage and result in decreased stress rupture properties [10].  Although 

the presence of γ´ free zones around η precipitates is an explanation for cavities that form at the η/matrix 

interface, η precipitation is not as deleterious to the stress rupture properties as lamellar M23C6 because 

IN740 has better stress rupture properties relative to IN740H.  η precipitation does not provide the same 
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front for cavity link-up as does the curved growth front produced by lamellar M23C6 precipitation.  The η 

precipitates can nucleate cavities at their interface with the matrix because they act as stress concentration 

sites.  However, cavity growth along the grain boundary is limited because η exists as individual platelets.  

The idea that η precipitates can nucleate cavities but stop cavity growth due to their morphology was first 

discussed by Shingledecker [2].  Figure 5.3 shows an example of cavities around η precipitates.  

Shingledecker argued that η precipitation may be beneficial to creep strength and ductility by providing 

an obstacle to grain boundary sliding and cavity growth [2].   

 

 

Figure 5.3 FESEM image of IN740 creep-rupture specimen at 180 MPa for 20,784 hours.   

  Cavity formation adjacent to an η precipitate is shown [2]. 

 

MX precipitates can also serve as crack nucleation sites through both decohesion at the 

matrix/precipitate interface and particle cracking.  IN740 develops individual M23C6, G-phase, η, and MX 

precipitates inter and intragranularly, which provide numerous possible sites for cavity formation during 

stress rupture testing to failure.  Extensive precipitation in IN740 allows for damage to nucleate on and 

around several precipitates, producing localized regions for cavities to link up along grain boundaries and 

form a critical crack.  In contrast, during the interrupted tests, the amount of precipitation in IN740 was 

small because precipitates did not have adequate time to grow.  Therefore, little evidence of cavity 

formation was seen, because stress concentrating precipitates were not developed at this point of the 

stress rupture life. 

The two modified IN740H alloys have the least amount of precipitation of all the alloys tested.  

However, they do form some lamellar M23C6 precipitates and MX precipitates.  The damage mechanism 

for the modified alloys is mixed between wedge cracking, grain boundary cavities, and grain boundary 

cavities adjacent to lamellar M23C6 precipitates.  At high stresses and short rupture times, wedge cracking 

dominates.  Wedge cracking develops due to grains moving relative to one another, causing shear 
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displacement at the boundaries (grain boundary sliding) [4].  This sliding on boundaries experiencing 

shear stresses can result in stress concentrations that are sufficient enough to create cracks on the 

boundary normal to the tensile axis [4].  However, at lower stresses and longer rupture times, the main 

damage mechanism changes to cavitation, although some wedge cracks were still observed.  Because the 

modified alloys did not have the same amount of precipitation as IN740H, cavities were observed both 

along boundaries with minimal observable precipitation in some cases and adjacent to precipitates 

(specifically lamellar M23C6) in other cases.  Unlike IN740H, the modified alloys not only had cavities 

along the curved growth front produced by lamellar M23C6, but cavities also formed along the original 

grain boundary;  Figure 4.36(a) shows this phenomenon.  One hypothesis for cavities that formed 

preferentially at the original grain boundary is due to the addition of B.  As the new boundary moves, B 

may move with the boundary.  B is known to lower the boundary energy, which may affect damage 

processes.  Because precipitates are also located at the original grain boundary, they can produce stress 

concentrations, resulting in cavity formation.   

Similar to IN740, damage in the modified alloys was spread across several grain boundaries.  

Less precipitation along grain boundaries, compared to IN740H, decreased the likelihood of forming a 

critical crack.  Similarly, the amount of precipitation in the two modified alloys was small during the 

interrupted tests, and little evidence of cavity formation was observed.   

Finally, grain size was shown to affect the stress rupture lives of IN740H modified 1 and 

modified 2.  IN740H modified 1 and 2 have grain sizes of 90 µm and 112 µm, respectively.  IN740H 

modified 2 had a longer stress rupture life at a given applied stress than IN740H modified 1, which is 

likely attributed to the larger grain size in IN740H modified 2.  

 

5.3 Stress Rupture Ductility   

After stress rupture testing, all materials displayed differences in ductility (measured in percent 

reduction in area).  Figure 4.12 shows the ductility of each material after stress rupture testing.  Out of the 

materials tested, IN740H modified 1 displayed the highest reduction in area, followed by IN740H 

modified 2, IN740, and IN740H.  The differences in ductilities are directly correlated to precipitation and 

grain size.  Damage analysis was performed on representative specimens of stress rupture tested samples 

of each material and correlated to the ductility (pct reduction in area).   

Out of all the materials tested, IN740H and IN740 had the lowest ductility values.  The previous 

chapter showed that both IN740H and IN740 displayed large amounts of precipitation after stress rupture 

testing.  IN740H exhibited lamellar M23C6 precipitation and MX precipitation, and G-phase, M23C6 (non-

lamellar), MX, and η precipitates were present in IN740.  Both IN740 and IN740H failed during stress 

rupture testing through cavity formation that developed around precipitates.  As the quantity of 
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precipitates and cavities increased over time, cavity link-up occurred due to close proximity of 

precipitates and their associated cavities.  The link-up of cavities along grain boundaries eventually 

formed a critical crack, leading to failure.  One possible explanation for the reduction in ductility for 

IN740H and IN740 is due to precipitation behavior. IN740 and IN740H are less ductile because of the 

close proximity of precipitates and corresponding ability of cavities to link-up in the final stage of creep. 

Consequently, less precipitation in the modified alloys resulted in higher ductility because precipitates 

were not close in proximity and the associated cavities did not easily link-up.  Evidence of this is shown 

with the mixed damage modes seen in the modified materials: wedge cracking, grain boundary cavities, 

grain boundary cavities adjacent to lamellar M23C6, and cavity link up along grain boundaries with 

minimal observable precipitation.  In addition to precipitation, grain size also seems to have an effect on 

ductility because IN740H modified 1 has better stress rupture ductility than IN740H modified 2.   

The damage analysis study closely correlated to the stress rupture ductility.  During the damage 

analysis study, the percent of damage was calculated at different distances ranging from the fracture 

surface to the shoulder.  The results of this study were shown in Section 4.8, Figure 4.46.  Figure 4.46 

showed that IN740H displayed the most damage closest to the fracture surface.  However, at distances 

closer to the shoulder, there were still substantial amounts of damage within the microstructure in 

IN740H.  IN740 shows the second highest amount of damage close to the fracture surface.  However, 

when moving away from the fracture surface, the amount of damage drops off rapidly.  The fact that 

minimal damage is seen further away from the fracture surface indicates that most of the damage was 

accumulated closer to the fracture surface.  In contrast, both IN740H modified alloys show less damage 

closer to the fracture surface than IN740H and IN740.  Closer to the shoulder, the IN740H modified 

alloys also display a decrease in damage.   

There are two ways in which these data correlate to the lower ductility in IN740H and IN740 

compared to the two IN740H modified alloys. IN740H displays the most overall damage out of all 

materials tested, and damage occurs much earlier than the other conditions as shown by the interrupted 

tests.  The abundance of damage seen in IN740H indicates that there are several regions which could be 

susceptible to critical crack formation.  This abundant damage will subsequently decrease the ductility of 

IN740H.  In contrast, IN740 only displays substantial damage close to the fracture surface.  Localized 

damage close to the fracture surface also indicates a decrease in ductility.  The modified alloys display 

higher ductility values because IN740H modified 1 and 2 display the least amount of damage, as shown 

in Figure 4.46.  Therefore, the ductility of the two IN740H modified alloys should be higher than both 

IN740 and IN740H.  When comparing the modified alloys, IN740H modified 2 displays slightly higher 

amounts of damage than IN740H modified 1, indicating that IN740H modified 1 should have higher 

stress rupture ductility when compared to IN740H modified 2.   
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5.4 Deformation Assisted Precipitation 

It was shown that IN740 and the modified alloys displayed evidence of deformation assisted 

precipitation.  Specifically, deformation seemed to have the greatest effect on the precipitation of η and 

lamellar M23C6.  The difference in precipitation between the gauge and shoulder sections indicates that 

precipitation of grain boundary phases are aided by application of stress or strain in these alloys.  

However, precipitation also has a time dependence, as the extent of precipitation increases with creep 

testing time (and corresponding decrease in applied stress). Time and temperature dependence of the 

initiation of η was shown in Figure 2.12.  Because time and applied stress both influence precipitation, it 

may not be possible to predict microstructural evolution solely on aging experiments because the latter do 

not account for the possibility of deformation-induced precipitation.  However, previous literature on 

IN740 has shown that applied stress had a minor effect on η phase precipitation and had no effect on the η 

phase growth rate [2].  The argument that η formation is not deformation-assisted is in contrast with the 

findings in this study.  Furthermore, studies of other Ni-base superalloys have shown that applied 

deformation enhances carbide precipitation [26]. It should also be noted that this study is not able to 

distinguish between stress-assisted precipitation, where the applied stress acts to offset the phase 

transformation stresses associated with semi-coherent precipitates, and strain-assisted precipitation in 

which dislocations act to accommodate misfit strains or provide heterogeneous nucleation sites for 

precipitation.  

The influence of deformation on discontinuous precipitation of lamellar carbides is also unclear. 

If applied deformation aids in dynamic recrystallization, then the discontinuous precipitation process will 

be enhanced due to increased boundary mobility [26]. However, if instead, the deformation only increases 

the dislocation density without promoting recrystallization, then discontinuous precipitation may be 

inhibited; dislocations provide heterogeneous nucleation sites in the matrix that can nucleate carbides in a 

traditional (continuous) manner, thus decreasing matrix supersaturation and decreasing the driving force 

for coupled boundary migration/lamellar precipitation [26]. 

 

5.5 Discontinuous Cellular Precipitation of M23C6 in IN740H 

Discontinuous cellular precipitation (DCP) occurs by simultaneous precipitate growth and grain 

boundary movement. DCP generally results in lamellar grain boundary precipitates existing in a region of 

the microstructure that has been swept into a new crystallographic orientation by migration of an original 

grain boundary. The reaction is termed discontinuous because the compositional differences between the 

growing cell and the retreating grain happen abruptly at the interface [27]. In this study, DCP of M23C6 in 

IN740H was examined using scanning electron microscopy (SEM) and transmission electron microscopy 

(TEM) on specimens aged for 10 hours at 800 °C. The aging heat treatment was selected following the 
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aging study discussed in Section 4.2 to optimize the amount of lamellar non-spheroidized DCP; lamellar 

M23C6 was preferred for characterizing the mechanisms involved in DCP because spheroidization 

obscures identification of crystallographic relationships that may influence DCP.  

Figure 5.4(a) shows DCP of M23C6 in IN740H aged for 10 hours at 800 °C and Figure 5.4(b) 

presents a schematic interpretation of the micrograph. The original grain boundary (dashed line in (b)) 

initially separated grains γ1 and γ2. Due to DCP, the boundary migrated as indicated by the solid lines in 

(b). The regions labeled γ2C (C for cellular) in the schematic show where the boundary migrated into grain 

γ1 such that the cellular region now has the same crystallographic orientation as grain γ2. Regions γ2C also 

contain the lamellar M23C6 DCP precipitates. These precipitates are known to share an orientation 

relationship (O.R.) with the matrix they reside in, i.e. the advancing grain. Following the above 

discussion, cellular region γ1C is analogous to region γ2C except boundary migration has occurred into 

grain γ2 and the cellular region is oriented with grain γ1. 

Figure 5.4(c) shows another example of DCP with the corresponding schematic interpretation in 

Figure 5.4(d). This second example of DCP is similar to that shown in Figure 5.4(a) except that the DCP 

in Figure 5.4(a) has a “switchback” in DCP direction where the boundary migration direction switches 

from into grain γ1, into grain γ2, and then back into grain γ1. In contrast to Figure 5.4(a) where there is no 

obvious microstructural feature attached to the DCP switchback, the switchbacks in Figure 5.4(c) are 

clearly associated with the occurrence of annealing twins (γ1T – T for twinned) in grain γ1. Specifically, it 

appears that the grain boundary between grains γ1 and γ2 prefers to migrate into grain γ2 such that the cell 

is orientated with grain γ1. However, the grain boundaries between γ1T and γ2 prefer to migrate into γ1T 

such that the cell is oriented with grain γ2. This type of microstructurally driven switchback suggests that 

DCP formation is strongly influenced by the intersection of twin boundaries with grain boundaries and 

was also observed in Alloy 690, another Ni-base superalloy [20]. While annealing twins may alter the 

boundary structure and energy [20], which may also influence boundary mobility and DCP [28], the 

boundary energy consideration alone does not explain preferential migration into one side of the 

boundary over the other. Additionally, there is no evidence of a change in boundary curvature due to the 

annealing twins, so boundary curvature arguments, which have been employed to explain DCP growth in 

other situations [29, 30], also fail to explain the DCP growth selection shown in Figure 5.4(c). Finally, the 

annealing twin should have the same composition as the untwinned parent, so compositional differences 

cannot be responsible for the observed growth selection. Another possibility is that the specific 

crystallographic orientations of the grains involved in DCP, including the change in orientation associated 

with annealing twin formation, may skew DCP growth into one grain over another. To clarify the 

dependence of DCP and boundary migration on the crystallography of the grains involved, TEM was 

implemented and will be discussed after reviewing general considerations regarding DCP. 
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(a) (b) 

 

 

(c) (d) 

Figure 5.4 (a) and (c) SEM secondary electron micrographs of M23C6 DCP in IN740H aged 

for 10 hours at 800 °C. (b) and (d) Schematic interpretations of the migrated 

grain boundaries from (a) and (c), respectively. Grains are labeled γ1 and γ2, 

while their corresponding cellular regions are denoted by a subscript C. The 

annealing twins in (c) are indicated by a subscript T in the schematic (d). 

 

 In a review paper on the mechanisms of DCP in various alloy systems, Williams and Butler 

indicate that there are three classifications of DCP reactions [27]:  

 Type 1: 
623,

CM
CCr

  (5.1) 

 Type 2: 
623623,

CMCM
CCr

   (5.2) 

 Type 3: 
623,

' CM
CCr

   (5.3) 

where the generic nomenclature used by Williams and Butler has been modified to reflect the 

microstructure of IN740H in the as-annealed condition, which consists of a matrix supersaturated in Cr 

and C (γCr,C) and strengthening precipitates (γ´). In the Type 1 reaction, supersaturated γ would transform 

to γ of equilibrium chemistry and the Cr-rich M23C6 carbide. The Type 2 reaction assumes that M23C6 
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already exists in the microstructure and is only coarsened as the reaction progresses and has also been 

termed discontinuous coarsening. Discontinuous coarsening requires that the precipitate (M23C6) preexists 

in the microstructure in relatively high volume fractions and that the precipitates are coarsened into 

lamellae as the DCP reaction progresses. Because the annealed microstructure does not display a 

preexisting distribution of fine M23C6 precipitates, the Type 2 reaction is unlikely in IN740H. The Type 3 

reaction involves the transformation of supersaturated matrix and preexisting metastable precipitates into 

matrix of equilibrium composition and the product precipitate. The Type 3 reaction would require 

dissolution of γ´ to promote M23C6 formation, because the only major preexisting precipitate after 

annealing is γ´. Because there is no overlap in constituent elements between γ´ (Ni3(Al,Ti)) and M23C6 

((Cr,Fe)23C6), there is no clear reason why γ´ should actively participate in the reaction. Accordingly, the 

Type 3 reaction is also unlikely in IN740H and γ´ precipitates will be excluded from the discussion for 

now, although it should be pointed out that there is evidence for depletion of γ´ within cells that will be 

discussed later. Because reaction Types 2 and 3 are unlikely, the DCP reaction in IN740H is assumed to 

be Type 1, namely Cr- and C-supersaturated γ decomposing into γ of equilibrium composition and M23C6 

as shown schematically in Figure 5.5.  

With the nature of the DCP reaction classified, the next consideration is the mechanism of 

initiation of DCP. Understanding DCP initiation is critical because once DCP has initiated, continued 

growth of the cell will be favorable because the cellular region (γ + M23C6) has a lower free energy than 

the grain into which it grows (γCr,C), thus providing a driving force for further boundary movement in the 

direction shown in Figure 5.5. Williams and Butler suggest there are two mechanisms for DCP initiation: 

precipitate-induced boundary migration and precipitation on migrating boundaries [27]. Precipitate-

induced boundary migration was originally proposed by Tu and Turnbull and is commonly called the 

pucker mechanism [29]. Figure 5.6 shows a schematic of the pucker mechanism applied to M23C6 DCP in 

IN740H. According to Figure 5.6(b), a platelet of M23C6 would nucleate on the original grain boundary 

between γ1/γ2 with a low energy interfacial energy (σγ/ppt) with one of the grains (γ1) due to the orientation 

relationship (O.R.) between that grain and M23C6. Figure 5.6(c) shows that following formation of the 

platelet, boundary migration occurs along the high energy interface between M23C6 and γ2 to eliminate the 

interface between the precipitate and the grain with which it does not share an O.R. In this manner, the 

precipitate is swept into the grain with which it shares an O.R. as the boundary migrates outward. Figures 

5.6(d) and 5.6(e) show extensions of the mechanism to scenarios involving multiple M23C6 platelets and 

multiple variants, respectively, that lead to cell development.  
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Figure 5.5 The DCP reaction for M23C6 in IN740H is proposed as Type 1, with 

supersaturated matrix (Cr and C) transforming to M23C6 and matrix of 

equilibrium composition as the cell grows in the direction of boundary 

migration. Preexisting γ´ precipitates are not expected to participate actively in 

the reaction and have been excluded from the schematic.  

 

When precipitation on migrating boundaries mechanism occurs, it differs from the pucker 

mechanism in the sense that boundary movement occurs through ordinary thermally-activated 

mechanisms that operate without the need for precipitate formation. Once the boundary begins to migrate, 

it becomes supersaturated with solute and subsequently forms cellular precipitates that lower the free 

energy and allow further migration of the boundary. Both initiation mechanisms are similar in the sense 

that after initiation, continued boundary movement and precipitation are thermodynamically favorable. 

However, one clear distinction between the two mechanisms is that the pucker mechanism requires the 

precipitate to form low energy semi-coherent interfaces with the matrix of one grain to drive subsequent 

boundary migration. The precipitation on migrating boundaries mechanism has no specific 

crystallographic requirements.  

Figure 5.7(a) presents a bright field (BF) TEM micrograph of a cell formed in IN740H after aging 

at 800 °C for 10 hours. The dashed line in Figure 5.7(a) shows the location of the original grain boundary 

that separated grains γ1 and γ2 and the solid line indicates the location of the migrated boundary. In the 

micrograph, the carbides are present as small, blocky particles on the original boundary and as larger lath-

like particles within the cell (region γ1C). Figure 5.7(b) shows a selected area diffraction pattern (SADP) 

taken from the overlap between the cellular region and grain γ1 with the electron beam parallel to [101]γ 

in grain γ1.  From the SADP it is clear that the cellular region between the original and migrated 

boundaries shares its orientation with grain γ1 because all of the observed spots comprise a single motif; 

in the configuration shown, grain γ2 is not oriented near a major zone axis. It is further observed that the 

M23C6 diffraction spots (indicated by the dashed polygon) from the cell are aligned with the matrix spots 

(indicated by the solid polygon), again confirming the O.R. between the cellular carbides and the host 

matrix.  
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Figure 5.6 Schematic for the pucker mechanism showing (a) an originally precipitate-free 

boundary, (b) formation of an M23C6 platelet that shares an orientation with the 

left grain, and (c) boundary movement along the high energy interface between 

the precipitate and the right grain. (d) and (e) show extension of the mechanism 

to multiple platelets and multiple variants of platelets, respectively. Adapted from 

[31]. 

 

Figure 5.7(c) shows a magnified image of the region where the SADP was taken. The micrograph 

shows that some of the blocky particles that formed on the original grain boundary are able to extend into 

the cellular region as elongated precipitates. It is also observed that other laths appear to have no apparent 

contact with the original boundary, suggesting the laths either nucleate later during boundary propagation, 

nucleate within the bulk of the cell, or are connected to the original boundary by branching out of the 

plane of the image. Regardless of the specific nature of lath formation, it is clear that two crystallographic 

variants of M23C6 are predominant, whose long axes are parallel to the solid white lines in Figure 5.7(c). 

The angle between the two variants was measured from the micrograph to be approximately 70°, which is 

close to the known interplanar angle between {111} planes in cubic systems of 70.5° [32]. To aid 

interpretation of the crystallography, a [101] projection of the Thompson tetrahedron rotated for the 

diffractions conditions shown in Figure 5.7(b) is presented next to the BF image in Figure 5.7c. {111} 

planes are represented as the faces Thompson tetrahedron and <110> directions are represented as the 

edges [33]. In the configuration shown, the electron beam is parallel to direction [AD] (vertex D is below 

vertex A out of the plane of the image) and the {111} planes (ABD) and (ACD) are imaged end-on and 

are indicated on the BF image. It is therefore clear that the two M23C6 habit plane variants present in the 

BF image are of {111} nature, specifically (ABD) and (ACD). A {111} habit plane for M23C6 is 

consistent with that shown in the literature for austenitic steels [34]. 
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The circled region in Figure 5.7(c) shows a lath that appeared to originally adopt a (ABD) habit 

plane then changed to the more horizontal (ACD) habit plane. While it is possible that this variant change 

is a random occurrence, it is also possible that variant selection relates to the mechanism of DCP growth 

in IN740H. DCP is fundamentally a coupled precipitate growth/boundary migration phenomenon. The 

formation of precipitates behind the moving boundary acts as a sink for solute that lowers the free energy 

of the cellular region and provides additional driving force for further boundary migration. 

Simultaneously, extension of the boundary into the supersaturated matrix allows for short circuit grain 

boundary diffusion into the growing precipitates because boundary diffusion is more rapid than bulk 

diffusion.  

Vanderschaeve et al. determined that for DCP of Cr2N in a high-N Cr-Mn austenitic stainless 

steel, the maximum DCP growth rate was governed by diffusion of Cr because interstitial N diffusion, 

whether boundary or bulk diffusion, was more rapid than substitutional Cr boundary and bulk diffusion 

[35]. Their initial measured DCP growth rates during aging at 800 °C corresponded closely to Cr 

boundary diffusion, as expected. It is anticipated that M23C6 DCP in IN740H should behave similarly to 

CrN2 in austenitic steel because C is an interstitial element like N and both precipitates are Cr-rich. As 

such, it assumed that Cr is supplied to the cell front via boundary diffusion. However, the presence of Cr 

alone is not sufficient for propagation of the cellular front. Additionally, there must be a sink for Cr 

behind the migrating boundary, in this case Cr-rich M23C6 precipitates. To maintain Cr boundary 

diffusion as the rate limiting step (compared to much slower Cr bulk diffusion), the growing precipitates 

must maintain close proximity to the moving boundary. This is most easily achieved if the growing 

precipitates are growing outward in the same direction as the moving boundary, i.e. orthogonal to the 

original grain boundary.  

Considering again Figure 5.7(c), precipitate growth occurs by extension along the {111} planes 

indicated. The above “outward growth criterion” would be tantamount to variant selection based on which 

{111} plane is more parallel to the original grain boundary normal, Nb. The (ACD) planes (horizontal 

variant) make approximately a 22° angle with the boundary normal while the (ABD) planes (inclined 

variant) make approximately a 53° angle with the boundary normal. It would therefore be expected that 

variant selection would occur via transition from the inclined (ABD) variant to the horizontal (ACD) 

variant, as shown in the circled region in Figure 5.7(c). Finally, it should be pointed out that the above 

analysis was derived from a very thin (electron transparent) slice of a three dimensional microstructure.  

Because the electron beam was parallel to the [101] direction, the {111} planes shown in Figure 

5.7(c) are truly being viewed end-on. However, the actual original grain boundary is likely inclined to the 

plane of the image such that the boundary normal shown in the image, Nb, is actually the projection of the 

true boundary normal down the [101] direction. 
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 (a) (b) 

 

(c) 

Figure 5.7 (a) BF TEM micrograph of a DCP cell formed in IN740H after aging for 10 hours 

at 800 °C. The original grain boundary between grains γ1 and γ2 is shown by the 

dashed line and the migrated boundary is shown by the solid curved line. The 

cellular region, γ1C, shares an O.R. with grain γ1. (b) [101] SADP for the region 

circled in (a). The larger, solid polygon represents the [101] pattern for the matrix 

while the smaller, dashed polygon represents the [101] pattern for M23C6. (c) 

Enlarged view of the BF TEM micrograph showing the occurrence of two M23C6 

variants. The (ABD) and (ACD) {111} planes (white lines) have been transposed 

on the image to indicate that M23C6 forms with {111} habit planes. The circle 

highlights a region where (ACD) variant selection occurs to promote outward 

growth parallel to the original grain boundary normal, Nb. 
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Additionally, the growth directions for the two variants, which lie in their respective {111} planes 

and likely also lie out of the plane of the image, cannot be determined from the imaging condition 

employed, although a <110> growth direction has been reported in the literature [34, 35]. It is therefore 

unclear if orientation of the growth direction relative to the original grain boundary also contributes to 

variant selection. For example, growth for the horizontal (ACD) variant would likely be in the [CA] or 

[CD] <110> directions because they have a component parallel to the observed outward growth direction. 

Similarly the growth direction for variant (ABD) would be expected to be [BA] or [BD]. 

Figure 5.8(a) shows a BF TEM micrograph of a “random” switchback in aged IN740H with the 

corresponding schematic interpretation shown in Figure 5.8(c). The [101]γ2 SADP from cell γ2C is shown 

in Figure 5.8(b) and projected Thompson tetrahedron for grain γ2/cell γ2C is shown next to the schematic. 

Both M23C6 variants are clearly visible in the image, with the (ABD)γ2 planes making approximately a 44° 

angle with the boundary normal, Nb, and the (ACD)γ2 planes making approximately a 26° angle with the 

boundary normal. No variant selection is observed in cell γ2C, presumably because both variants are 

reasonably oriented (a “perfect” orientation would be  {111} planes parallel to Nb) and both variants 

appear to still be in contact with the migrated boundary such that they are both active sinks for Cr. 

Figure 5.9(a) shows a BF TEM micrograph in which grain γ1/cell γ1C have been rotated such that 

the electron beam is parallel to [101]γ1. Figure 5.9(b) shows the SADP taken from cell γ1C and the 

corresponding projected Thompson tetrahedron. In addition to the small blocky M23C6 precipitates that do 

not appear to participate in DCP growth, three types of M23C6 involved in DCP are identified (I, II, and 

III) in the figure. The Type I carbide adheres to the crystallographic {111} habit plane concept shown in 

Figures 5.7(c) and 5.8(a) and in this case is the (ABD)γ1 variant as shown by the solid white line.  

The Type II carbide in Figure 5.9(a) appears to initially grow along (ACD) {111} planes as 

shown by the solid white line near the original grain boundary. However, the carbide then appears to 

change orientation such that the growth direction is parallel to the boundary migration direction (Nb). The 

change in growth direction observed here is another manifestation of the outward growth criterion, except 

in this case the variant selection is to one of the two sets of {111} planes that are not viewed end-on in the 

image, i.e. (ABC) or (BCD). In the configuration shown, (ABC) planes are inclined 35.3° out of the 

image plane and (BCD) planes are inclined 35.3° into the plane of the image about direction [BC], such 

that both sets of planes are equivalent in the imaging condition employed and neither can be positively 

identified as the selected habit plane. Nonetheless, it is clear that the <110> direction [BC], which is 

common to (ABC) and (BCD) planes, is parallel to the boundary normal and is the likely growth direction 

for either possible habit plane. 
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(a) (b) 

 

(c) 

Figure 5.8 (a) BF TEM micrograph of a DCP switchback in IN740H aged for 10 hours at 

800 °C. (b) [101] SADP for the region indicated in (a). (c) Schematic interpretation 

of the boundary migration shown in (a). The original grain boundary is indicated 

by the dashed line, the migrated boundaries by the solid line, and cellular regions 

are denoted with a subscript C. The SADP indicates that within cell γ2C the 

carbides share an O.R. with grain γ2. The [101] projection of the Thompson 

tetrahedron is also shown in (c) and the two end-on{111} planes and the original 

grain boundary normal are indicated in (a) and apply only to regions γ2 and γ2C. 

 

After the Type II carbide has grown in the direction of boundary migration along (ABC) or 

(BCD) for some period, it is observed to re-adopt growth along its original (ACD) planes as indicated by 

the solid white line near the migrated boundary, presumably after re-establishing close proximity to the 

migrating boundary. For the Type II carbide, the (ACD) planes are approximately 58° away from the 

boundary normal, Nb, which indicates the (ACD) variant is unfavorably oriented relative to boundary 

migration and likely explains the variant change experienced. It is also reasonable that the habit plane 

selected was (ABC) or (BCD) because the other end-on {111} planes, (ABD), are also relatively 

unfavorably oriented with a roughly 54° angle relative to Nb. 
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Cell γ1C SADP 

(a) (b) 

Figure 5.9 (a) BF TEM micrograph of regions γ1 and γ1C from Figure 5.7a. (b) [101] SADP 

from the base of the Type II carbide in (a). The two end-on {111} planes and the 

original grain boundary normal are indicated in (a). The Type I carbide grows with 

a {111} habit plane shown by the dashed line. The Type II carbide initially grows 

with an (ACD) {111} habit plane, deviates from this habit plane to grow in the 

direction of boundary migration on (ABC) or (BCD), and the readopts the original 

habit plane shown by the solid line. The Type III carbide grows exclusively on 

either an (ABC) or (BCD) {111} habit plane in the direction of boundary 

migration. 

 

The Type III carbide appears to grow solely in the direction of boundary migration parallel to Nb 

and is analogous to the portion of the Type II carbide that is growing parallel to the direction of boundary 

migration, <110> direction [BC], along the non-end-on {111} planes (ABC) or (BCD). The Type III 

carbide also appears relatively wide in the imaging condition shown, which is consistent with the habit 

plane lying at a shallow angle to the image plane, in this case 35.3° about [BC] in or out of the plane. 

The outward growth criterion was developed to explain habit plane variant selection within DCP 

colonies shown in Figures 5.7 and 5.9. Additionally, no clear microstructural feature could be linked to 

the DCP switchback in Figures 5.8 and 5.9. Therefore, it is proposed that this type of random switchback 

is likely due to the fact that initial blocky carbide precipitation is expected on both sides of a grain 

boundary. If the carbides in one region are more predominantly located on one side of the boundary, and 

therefore predominantly share an O.R. with one grain, then this grain is expected to be the advancing 
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grain in that region. However, it is also reasonable that while initial blocky precipitates may form on both 

sides of the boundary, growth will be much more rapid in one grain based on the outward growth 

criterion. In such a scenario, the crystallographic orientations of the grains relative to one another, 

specifically the orientations of the {111} planes with respect to the boundary, could strongly skew growth 

in one direction. Referring again to Figure 5.4(c), a crystallographic explanation for the apparent ability 

for the presence of annealing twins in one grain to influence DCP growth direction would require grain γ1 

to have a favorable {111} habit plane variant and the twinned region, γ1T, to be oriented with unfavorable 

{111} habit planes. This is a plausible scenario since annealing twin formation is associated with a 70.5° 

rotation about a [101] axis [36] that could rotate a favorably oriented parent grain into an unfavorably 

orientated annealing twin; all of the SADPs shown in this section are of [101] type and would be rotated 

by 70.5°, potentially altering {111} habit plane variant selection. Therefore, intersections of annealing 

twin boundaries with grain boundaries are expected in some cases to serve as pinch points that constrain 

growth of DCP colonies. Finally, it should be clarified the DCP is not observed on twin boundaries 

themselves because twin boundaries are not mobile during aging and cannot display coupled 

precipitation/boundary migration. 

Figure 5.10 is a higher magnification SEM micrograph of the central γ1C cell shown in Figure 

5.4(c). The migrated boundary is indicated by the solid white line and two apparent habit plane variants 

are indicated by the solid black lines labeled I and II. Because the width of the cell is constrained by the 

presence of annealing twins, the migrated boundary is able to adopt a highly curved morphology with a 

small radius of curvature compared to the other two γ1C cells shown in Figure 5.4(c) that have a much 

larger radius of curvature and appear to migrate normal to the original boundary over much of their 

length. The small radius of curvature shown in Figure 5.10 allows additional verification of the outward 

growth criterion. The two lamellar carbides to the right of the dashed line appear to adopt Variant I that is 

normal to the original grain boundary and best satisfies the outward growth criterion in that region. 

However, to the left of the dashed line, it appears that early precipitate growth followed Variant I but then 

switched to Variant II later in growth as the radius of curvature decreased. The solid white arrows indicate 

the local outward normal of the migrated boundary and indicate that variant selection from Variant I to 

Variant II would be expected to the left of the dashed line because Variant I is more parallel to the 

boundary normal than Variant II in this region. Therefore, the local boundary normal should be used to 

analyze variant selection in cells of high curvature. 

The variant labeled II-b (b for broadening) in Figure 5.10 shows a precipitate that appears to have 

adopted Variant II at its broadening tip that is in contact with the migrated boundary. Variant II is at a 

shallow angle to the migrated boundary (nearly perpendicular to the local boundary normal) at the 

interface, suggesting that broadening of precipitates that are in close proximity to the boundary is favored 
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on habit planes that lie at a shallow angle to the boundary. Because the Cr source for M23C6 formation is 

the migrated grain boundary, broadening of Cr-rich M23C6 will be most easily accomplished by shallow-

angled habit plane variants that allow precipitate broadening by extension along {111} planes roughly 

parallel to the Cr-rich boundary.  

 

 

Figure 5.10 SEM secondary electron micrograph of an M23C6 DCP colony that is 

constrained by twin boundaries as shown in Figure 5.4(c). The migrated 

boundary is indicated by the solid white line and two {111} variants are 

indicated by the solid black lines labeled I and II. To the right of the dashed 

white line, Variant I is dominant and to the left of the dashed white line, Variant 

II is eventually selected over Variant I due to orientations of the local boundary 

normals (white arrows). The Variant labeled II-b indicates precipitate tip 

broadening by selection of a shallow-angled {111} habit plane for precipitates 

in close proximity to a static boundary. 

 

Broadening along shallow angled variants is analogous to the type II carbide shown in Figure 

5.9(a), where after the carbide grew normal to the boundary for some period, the TEM image/diffraction 

analysis shows it readopted a shallow angled habit plane variant after reestablishing proximity to the 

migrated boundary. The distinction between variants that satisfy outward migration of the boundary and 

those that promote precipitate broadening is important. Precipitates normal to the boundary indicate that 

boundary migration was fast such that variant selection favored habit planes oriented parallel to the 

boundary normal because these variants align the precipitate growth direction with the direction of 

boundary migration. If the precipitates are able to maintain proximity to the moving boundary, then the 

precipitate growth rate is likely of the same magnitude as the boundary velocity. However, if the 

precipitates cannot maintain proximity to the boundary, then precipitate growth is the rate limiting step of 

cell growth. In contrast, in cases where the precipitate tips broaden along shallow angled variants in 

I 
II 

II-b 
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contact with the boundary, boundary migration is the rate limiting step for DCP and variant selection was 

instead based on favorable broadening of precipitate platelets along a relatively static, Cr-rich boundary.  

Considering again the colony shown in Figure 5.7(c), it is observed that most of the M23C6 

precipitates in the cell are relatively straight and do not display tip broadening. A lack of tip broadening is 

consistent with the above discussion because the precipitates are not in contact with the migrated 

boundary. It is therefore likely that the growth of the cell shown in Figure 5.7 was rate-limited by 

precipitate growth. Similarly, growth of the cell shown in Figure 5.10 was likely controlled by precipitate 

growth in earlier stages where variants parallel to the boundary normal were selected to accommodate the 

boundary velocity. Then in later stages, DCP growth was likely limited by boundary movement because 

the precipitates were able to attain proximity to the boundary and extend along a relatively static Cr-rich 

boundary. Boundary velocity may have been limited in later stages of growth due to the small radius of 

curvature imposed by the annealing twin pinch points. A small radius of curvature is thermodynamically 

unfavorable and would lower the driving force migration and slow the migration velocity.  

Boundary curvature is a plausible explanation for the cessation of boundary movement of the 

crystallographically constrained cell in Figure 5.10, but may not apply to general cases where boundary 

migration is the rate limiting step for DCP growth of unconstrained cells. Vanderschaeve et al. 

determined that for DCP of Cr2N in high-N austenitic steel, the initial cell growth rate is controlled by Cr 

boundary diffusion. However, as the cell grows, interstitial N diffusion from the supersaturated matrix 

into the cell lowers the supersaturation ahead of the growing cell and lowers the driving force for 

boundary migration and reduces the boundary velocity [27]. Boundary velocity control of Cr2N DCP 

growth is reasonable because the lamellar Cr2N precipitates generally appear in close proximity to the 

boundary [35, 37]. However, precipitate growth cannot be substantially faster than boundary migration 

because precipitate tip broadening does not appear in the Cr2N DCP literature [35, 37].  

Considering precipitate growth control instead of boundary velocity control, the likely 

explanation for precipitate growth control shown in Figure 5.7 is the inability for the precipitates to 

branch. As Williams and Butler point out, for fixed DCP growth velocity, precipitates must branch to 

maintain a constant interlamellar spacing [27]. The cell in Figure 5.7 appears to have a highly irregular 

distribution of M23C6 platelets that results in an inconsistent interlamellar spacing. There is also no 

evidence of platelet branching to accommodate the growing volume of the cell in Figure 5.7, although a 

lack of evidence does not eliminate the possibility of branching out of the plane of the image [27]. 

Finally, the area shown in Figure 5.7(c) contains two habit plane variants that grow towards one another 

and eventually converge. Precipitate convergence is the opposite of precipitate branching, as the solute 

atmospheres for the two variants would eventually overlap, inhibiting continued growth of either variant. 

In this way, precipitate growth cannot match the boundary velocity, and subsequent DCP growth will be 
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dictated by precipitate growth through quasi-bulk diffusion of Cr from the migrated boundary through the 

precipitate-free region of the cell. 

The outward growth criterion was developed here to explain variant selection for highly mobile 

grain boundaries. However, the criterion must be reconciled with the concept of precipitate-induced 

migration because the traditional pucker mechanism has an implicit assumption that the precipitate 

platelets form at a shallow angle to the original boundary so that the boundary can grow along the high 

energy interface of the precipitate as shown schematically in Figure 5.6. However, the outward growth 

criterion indicates that cell growth should be dominated by {111} habit plane variants perpendicular to 

the moving boundary. The apparent contradiction can be resolved if the mechanism of boundary 

migration is not surface energy driven as assumed by the pucker mechanism, but instead driven by the 

reduction of chemical free energy in the grain forming the M23C6 precipitates. Williams and Butler also 

recognized this mechanism for boundary movement in systems where the matrix and precipitate share an 

O.R. [27], although some metallic systems do apparently initiate DCP with shallow angled plates [27, 

35]. It should also be noted that while shallow angle variant precipitate tip broadening was observed, this 

does not account for cell growth because this type of broadening is only expected on relatively static grain 

boundaries. 

A final point should be made with regard to the role of preexisting γ´ precipitates in the DCP of 

M23C6 in 740H. Figure 5.7(c) shows considerable γ´ depletion in the cellular region compared to either 

adjacent grain, suggesting γ´ stability is influenced in some manner by chemical redistribution within the 

cell. It was argued previously that because γ´ and M23C6 have minimal chemical overlap, γ´ should not 

play an active role in the precipitation reaction. Instead, it is proposed here that γ´ precipitates dissolve 

within the cell following M23C6 precipitation. Because M23C6 is Cr-rich with minimal Ni solubility, Ni 

must be rejected from the M23C6 lamellae as they grow. The increase in Ni content in the cellular matrix 

will simultaneously dilute the Al content, altering the local composition from the two phase γ/γ´ field 

closer to the single phase γ field. The cellular matrix also has lower Cr and C contents than unaffected 

matrix, which may additionally influence γ´ solubility in the cell. Thermocalc® thermodynamic software 

could be used to help clarify the role of local composition on γ´ solubility. 
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CHAPTER 6: SUMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS 

 

 

Chapter 1 presented a list of objectives that were to be addressed in this work.  The summary and 

conclusions reached during the course of this work will be described with respect to these research goals.  

 

1. Annealing and aging studies were performed on alloys IN740, IN740H, and two modified 

IN740H alloys.  Aging studies were performed at 1, 3, 10, and 30 hours at 800 °C.  During aging, 

IN740H displayed evidence of a lamellar precipitate along grain boundaries after aging at 1 hour.  

With increasing aging time, the number of grain boundaries displaying lamellar precipitation 

increased.  IN740 and the two modified IN740H alloys did not display lamellar precipitation 

along grain boundaries.  With increasing aging time, precipitation occurred and increased along 

grain boundaries.  During creep rupture testing, IN740 precipitated G-phase, (non-lamellar) 

M23C6, η, and MX.  IN740H and the two modified IN740H alloys precipitated lamellar M23C6 and 

MX during creep testing. 

 

2. The alloys in this study were subjected to stress rupture tests at 760 °C in order to obtain stress 

levels which would yield fracture at 1000 hours.  Out of the alloys tested in this study, IN740H 

modified 2 performed the best followed by IN740 and IN740H modified 1 (which performed 

similarly), and finally IN740H.  After stress rupture testing, the ductility of each material was 

determined through measuring the percent reduction in area.  IN740H modified 1 had the highest 

stress rupture ductility followed by IN740H modified 2, IN740, and IN740H.  A damage analysis 

was done on representative stress rupture samples for each material: IN740 stress rupture tested at 

897 hours, IN740H stress rupture tested at 235 MPa for 591 hours, IN740H modified 1 stress 

rupture tested at 284 MPa for 400 hours, and IN740H modified 2 stress rupture tested at 298 MPa 

for 473 hours.  The damage analysis was correlated to the ductility results obtained through 

measuring the percent reduction in area after stress rupture testing.  Table 6.1 summarizes the 

stress to attain rupture at 1000 hours and the average ductility values measured after testing. 

 

Precipitation that occurred in IN740, IN740H, and the modified alloys is directly linked to 

composition of each material.  IN740 precipitated η, G-phase, (non-lamellar) M23C6, and MX.  η 

(Ni3Ti) and G-phase (M6Ni16Si7) only precipitated in IN740.  Precipitation of η and G-phase is 
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consistent with the composition of IN740.  When compared to the other alloys, IN740 has higher 

amounts of Ti, Nb, and Si.  Lowering amounts of Ti and G-phase seem to promote M23C6 

formation, which is seen in IN740H.  The propensity for IN740H to form lamellar M23C6 is large; 

M23C6 is seen along most grain boundaries after both aging and stress rupture testing in IN740H.  

Lowering amounts of C and adding B (modified IN740H alloys) has a large effect on the 

formation of lamellar M23C6; where lamellar M23C6 only forms in the modified alloys after long 

term stress rupture testing. 

 

Table 6.1 – Summary table of predicted stress at 1000 hours and average pct reduction in area for 

IN740, IN740H, and the two modified IN740H alloys. 

Material Predicted Stress (MPa) for 

stress rupture life of 1000 

hours 

Average Ductility (Pct 

Reduction in Area) 

IN740 236.9 11.1 

IN740H 222.0 6.1 

IN740H modified 1 252.4 20.4 

IN740H modified 2 267.0 15.1 
 

 

The amount and type of precipitation affects the stress rupture life and ductility for each material.  

Extensive amounts of lamellar M23C6 formation is the most damaging to stress rupture life and 

ductility (740H has the lowest stress rupture life and ductility out of the materials tested.)  

Lamellar M23C6, when formed along several grain boundaries, is susceptible to cavity formation 

during stress rupture testing, and due to close proximity of precipitation, cavities will link-up and 

form critical cracks, resulting in failure.  Precipitation of η, G-phase, MX, and non-lamellar 

M23C6 does not seem to negatively affect the stress rupture life, shown in IN740.  IN740 has 

comparable stress rupture life when compared to IN740H modified 1.  Although precipitation in 

IN740 is extensive, the amount of precipitation is not continuous along most grain boundaries.  

Precipitates act as nucleation sites for cavities through stress concentrations at the 

precipitate/matrix interface.  Because precipitates in IN740 are not close in proximity, cavity link-

up is more difficult.  Furthermore, although IN740H modified alloys display lamellar 

precipitation of M23C6, because the amount is small, cavities formed adjacent to precipitates do 

not readily link-up, prolonging failure.  Ductility is also affected by precipitation.  IN740 and 

IN740H display the most precipitation out of the four alloys tested.  Close proximity of 

precipitates and cavities requires less deformation to promote cavity link-up and failure.  The 

modified alloys display substantially fewer precipitates, requiring more deformation to cause 
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failure.  Furthermore, grain size affects the ductility of materials.  A larger grain size seems to 

decrease ductility (IN740H modified 2 with a larger grain size displays lower ductility than 

IN740H modified 1).   

 

3. Prior to this project, the lamellar precipitate that formed in IN740H had not yet been identified.  

Through TEM, electrolytic extraction and XRD, the lamellar precipitate in IN740H was 

determined to be the Cr-rich M23C6.  Furthermore, through extensive TEM analysis, M23C6 was 

determined to form by discontinuous cellular precipitation (DCP).  The study of discontinuous 

precipitation in this work can be summarized with the following five conclusions: 

a. M23C6 precipitates form behind migrated boundaries and share an orientation relationship 

with the advancing grain (cube-on-cube relationship). 

b.  M23C6 platelets form with a {111} habit plane. 

c. Habit plane variants oriented parallel to the boundary migration are preferentially 

selected when boundary velocity is high. 

d. Habit plane variants parallel to the migrated boundary are preferentially selected for 

broadening of platelet tips in contact with static boundaries. 

e. The crystallography of the two grains comprising a grain boundary dictate the selection 

of DCP growth into one or both grains. 
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CHAPTER 7: FUTURE WORK 

 

 

This work was done to evaluate the effects of chemical composition and fabrication history on the 

morphology and distribution of precipitates in Ni-based superalloys for use within high temperature and 

high internal pressure tubular applications.  It was found that the type and morphology of precipitates that 

formed during aging and stress rupture testing was directly linked to stress rupture and ductility 

performance.  This work also showed that discontinuous cellular precipitation (DCP) of M23C6 has a 

negative effect on both stress rupture life and ductility.  Extensive work was performed to characterize 

lamellar precipitates in IN740H.  However, the IN740H modified alloys also displayed small amounts of 

lamellar M23C6.  Future TEM characterization could be performed to understand the lamellar precipitation 

in the modified IN740H alloys subjected to creep testing.  Furthermore, there were only small differences 

in chemistry between IN740H and the modified alloys.  These changes in chemistry included a lower 

amount of C and larger amount of B, which reduced lamellar precipitation in the modified alloys.  In 

order to understand the influence of these small composition differences, it would be beneficial to use 

atom probe tomography and/or secondary ion mass spectroscopy to determine if boron is present at grain 

boundaries in the modified alloys. The presence of B at grain boundaries could suppress discontinuous 

carbide precipitation because B is known to lower grain boundary energy, which should reduce the 

driving force for precipitate nucleation and subsequent boundary migration.   

Because lamellar precipitation was present but reduced in the modified alloys, it is unlikely to 

have a large effect on stress rupture life and ductility properties for the stress rupture conditions used in 

this study.  To further understand the effect these lamellar precipitates have on stress rupture life and 

ductility for long term exposure in AUSC environments, it is necessary to run longer term creep tests on 

the modified alloys to determine if appreciable fractions of discontinuous precipitation of M23C6 will 

eventually form, causing substantial decreases in stress rupture life and ductility at longer times.   

Finally, new materials and processing routes could be developed in order to decrease 

discontinuous precipitation of lamellar M23C6.  Decreasing DCP can potentially be done by modifying the 

composition of future materials.  Investigation of additional carbon sinks to reduce C-supersaturation and 

the driving force for discontinuous precipitation may also be performed.  Investigation can include 

potentially adding V to form lower temperature carbides or designing a special heat treatment and 

deformation schedule which would promote heterogeneous nucleation of traditional (continuous) carbides 

on matrix dislocations. Traditional matrix carbides must be resistant to solutionizing and discontinuous 
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coarsening in AUSC boiler environments. Thermodynamic simulation (ThermoCalc) of modified 

chemistries would be a logical first step in assessing the viability of this approach.  Another possible route 

to suppress DCP is through reduction of boundary migration through alloy additions that raise the 

recrystallization temperature. 
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